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N O T E

This paper is a prel iminary version of a study of the

financial assistance from the Arab OPEC countries to Arab

countries in the Red Sea area, which I expect to complete by

the end of the year.

At thi s stage in the research project, I have had access main

to non-official documents (books, special ized magazines, papers)»

The data which I cite are thus subject to correction and any

conclusions I may have drawn from these data are purely pro

vi sional. Nonetheless, I bel ieve that the material I have

examined so far, which covers the period up to 1977/ is suf 

ficient to show a number of interesting tendencies.

Nayla Sabra

Rome, September 1979
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1 N T R O D U C T I O N

The term "development aid" is currently used to refer to a

transfer of resources mainly from developed countries to the less

developed ones. Such flows, however, are to be distinguished from

flows that move under normal trade arrangements or as a result of

private activities in search of profit. Another characteristic of

development aid concerns its terms and conditions which differ from

those which woul d normal ly apply to flows of trade and capital be

tween nations, (l)

Aid can be made avai l able to help finance a particular project

or a particular sector which those in control of the fl ow of aid

(i . e. the donor) bel ieve wi l l have an impact upon the development

situation of the recipient countries. The basic attraction of

project assistance is that it enables a record to be kept on how

the money obtained from abroad has been spent.

The alternative way, however, is not to bother with the de

tai led uses for which resources are required, but to look instead

at the overal I needs of the economy. This i s known as programme

ass i stance because it is rel ated to a programme of activities over

a period of time. Capital is here provided to governments or in

stitutions who do not spel I out in detai I what they propose to do

wi th i t.

(l) For a detai led analysis on the theories of aid, see :

E. K. Hawkins, "The principles of development aid", London

Penguin, 1970



A third form of aid giving is technical assistance. To use

the West German Minister's definition, technical assistance is

"help towards self-help, chiefly through the teaching of know-

how". (1)

Technical assistance as such, whi le it may take a financial

form, it more often consists of the direct provision of services

especial ly of ski l led manpower. It also involves faci l ities used

to train foreign nationals either in their country or in the donor

country or even in a third country.

Aid cannot be separated from non-economic aspects of develop

ment. In other words, it cannot be ful ly understood without

prior knowledge of the poi itical and social backgrounds of both

donor and recipient states. Pol itical considerations or the exis

tence of old l inks between countries arising from l inguistic, pol i

tical or historical circumstances very largely determine the al lo

cation of avai lable funds. These pol itical considerations tend to

influence the form and condition on which aid is granted. It is

useful here to distinguish between the factors motivating the donor

countries and those motivating the governments of recipients. In

this study, we intend to concentrate on the former group, i . e. the

donors. Donors may be divided into four main groups :

1 - The Western industrial ized countries (OECD countries) ;

(l) Mr. Walter Scheel quotation, see Karen Hoi lock and Henry Aj len

Myers, "West German Foreign Aid", Boston, University Press,

1968, p. 67
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2 - the centra I Iy-pI armed countries (East Europe, the U. S. S. R

China) ;

3 - the international aid agencies ;

4 - the "new donors". That is the ne wly-rich oi l exporting
countr i es.

As far as regards the fourth group, the major oi l exporting
states with their financial strength and their international credit-

worthiness, have come to constitu te a special grouping, or what
ohn Waterbury cal ls the North of the South, (l) By contrast, the
bviously "Southern" states of the regiorv devoid of raw material as

el l as financial resources, are eager to see a greater sharing of
he wealth within the region. In this context, aid from the richer
rab countries to their poorer neighbours has played a significant
ole in the overal l picture of North-South relations leading to im
ortant changes in regional systems .

The purpose of this study is to provide a comprehensive
nalysis of the Arab oi l exporting countries' foreign aid in terms
f its effectiveness as an instrumen t of fore i gn poI i cy. The study
i l l examine bi lateral and multi lateral financial aid flows from
ab OPEC countries to poor Arab countries in the Red Se a area. We
l l thus, attempt to demonstrate the way in which the newly enriched
ab countries use their financial assets to conduct their foreign
l icy in a particular area of the Arab world and to determine whether

) John Waterbury, "The Middle East and New World economiThe Middle East in the coming
c order" i n

decade, Chicago, McGraw Hi l l, 1977p. 21
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in practice, they are effectively able to exert pol itical pressure

on the poor countries of the region in this .way.

In the context of the Red Sea project /
our definition of the

area includes al l those countries with a Red Sea coast l ine, i. e.

Egypt, Jordan, Israel, Sudan, the Yemen Arab Republ ic, the People's

Democratic Republ ic of Yemen (PDRY), Saudi Arabia, Ethiopia, Somal ia

and the Republ ic of Dj ibouti . I n this study, however, we have ex

cluded Israel and Ethiopia l imiting ourselves to the Arab countries

of the area. Saudi Arabia's role as a major aid donor is centr a I
.

Not only is Saudi Arabia the"most generous" source of aid, but it

is also the only country among the donors that aspires to a re

gional role in the area.

The aid pol icy of the other donors has fewer direct pol iti

cal impI ications in the area. These countries, nevertheless, in

tend, through foreign aid, to promote regional Arab cooperation,

to contribute to the economic development of recipient countries

in the area and to influence, to a certain extent, thei economic

pol icy options of the recipient centres.



TRENDS IN ARAB AID POLICY

Before 1974# Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and Libya were the major

OPEC aid donors. Fol lowing the 19Ó7 war, the heads of the Arab

states, meeting in Khartoum, agreed on annual transfer payments

from the oi l rich Arab states to help with the cost of the war

and the defence burden of the "front I ine" states of Egypt, Syri a

and Jordan. These transfer payments have si nce become stand i ng

obI i gat i ons in the budget of the contributing state. During the

period 1970-1973/ this budget assistance averaged about $400 mi l

l ion annual ly, not including financial assistance for the purchase

of arms, (l) Arab donors have not pubi ished information on these

transfers for it is considered i l l-fitting for the oi l rich states

to speak or boast of their contribution of money for a common cause

Aside from such "si ient aid", the assistance effort before

1974 was necessari ly smal l (oi l revenue sti l l low) averaging about

$80 mi l l ion. (2) Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and Libya were "again the

largest donors and Iraq and the United Arab Emirates especial ly

after 1971, also contributed. This assistance was largely channel I

to Arab states including those in the front I ine in an expression

of "fraternal" cooperation among Arab countries.

For the smal l wealthy Arab states l ike Kuwait, the United

Arab Emirates and Quatar, financial assistance helped to strengthen

(1) see Maurice Wi l l iams, "The aid programs of the OPEC countries",
in Foreign Affairs, January 1976

(2) Maurice Wi l l iam, op. cit.
, p. 310



ties of friendship and security with Iarger and mi l itari ly stronger

countries in the region (Egypt, Syria, Iraq). Aid is here viewed

as a kind of obl igation paid by these smal l oi l-rich states with

enormous revenues and. smal l population for continued acceptance

by their poor by pol itical ly dynamic Arab neighbours.

Kuwait, in particular, deploys economic assistance ski l lful ly

as an important tool of foreign pol icy. In addition to supplying

assistance grants to the front l ine states, Kuwait has bui lt smal l

but highly efficient programmes of aid assistance. The aid trans

actions of other OPEC Arab countries before 1974, were mainly

the transfer of funds among Arab states carried out largely in the

traditional manner for diverse pol itical and economic ends. OPEC

members did not contribute appreciably to ÌnternatÌonaI aid again,

with the exception of Kuwait which contributed to the World Bank and

the InternationaI Development Association, (l)

The only multi lateral fund which received general Arab sup

port before 1974 is the Arab Fund for Social and Economic Develop

ment, establ ished in 1968 with headquarters in Kuwait and managed

along the KfAED model.

As we have seen in the period prior to the 1973 oi l crisis,

the huge majority of Arab aid went to the front I ine states such as

Nasser's Egypt which tended to dominate the pol itics of the region.

The poi it.ical position of the oi I exporting countries, on the other

(l) According to a l ist presented by the Kuwaiti Mini stry of Finance

capital subscription to multi lateral organizations between 1967-
1977 amounted to $ 1.68 bi I I ion, Financial Times Supplement,
26 February 1979
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hand, was relatively weak ; very often they found themselves in a

cl ient relationship vis a vis the major oi l companies. Far from

aspiring to regional hegemony, they often feared their local al l ie

aspirations (Nasser's role in the Yemen, Iraqi claims on Kuwait).

Since the Arab Israel i war of October 1973 and the ensuing

oi l price explosion, the Arab region has acquired a recognized

position of economic strength in the world. The huge foreign

assets accumulated as a result of the fourfold increase in the

value of oi l exports, the Iarge volume of foreign aid extended to

Third World countries, as wel l as the possession of more than half

of the world's proven oi l reserves, have suddenly placed the Arab

oi l exporting countries in a strong and enviable position in the

world of energy and power. This position has enabled them to play

a predominant regional role and exercise international influence.

Despite generous pledges to African and Asian countries, the

aid pol icy adopted by the oi l-rich Arab states remains highly

selective with the bulk of the money flowing first and foremost to

"fraternaI Iy" associated Arab countries. In 1974» Kuwait Finance

Minister Al i Atiki summed up the Arab attitude : "Nobody looked at

Arabs before. . . Why does everybody expect us to be the Godfathers.

This part of the world has been neglected for centuries and its

wealth has been carried away by foreigners without giving it a hand

in development. . . The major part of our financial aid wi l l be put

at the service of Arab countries and to assist musi im countries,

particularly in Africa. " (l) As it has been demonstrated by the

(l) Middle- East Economic Survey (M£ES), 15 March 1974
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actual pattern of disbursement, the pol icy adopted by oi l Arab states

bears out this prediction.

.TABLE A

FINANCIAL BILATERAL FLOWS ON SOFT T£RMS BY OPEC MEMBERS TO DEVELOPING

COUNTRIES

(January 1973 - June 1975)

D i sbursement (in mi l l ion U. S. dol lars)

1973 1974 197.5

Total OPEC Aid 1007.66 3085.95 1512.80

A i d to Arab

Countries 1013.07 2312.48 1250.49

% of Arab Aid

from Total Aid 94.9 74-9 82.7

Source : CNUCED "So l i dar ite finaneière et déveIoppement"
Activité des institutions financières des

. pays membres de I 'OPEP.

New York : United Nations, 1977/ P« 14
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TABLE B

9

CONCESSIONAL AID BY OPEC MEMBERS -(1970, 1973-1977)

Net Disbursements (in mi l l ion U. S. dol lars)

1970 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977

Saudi Arabia 155-0 304-9 1029.1 1997-4 2407.1 2373.0

Kuwait 130.Ó 345.2 621.5 975-3 614-3 1441-8

United Arab
«

_ 288.6 510.6 1046.1 1060.2 2261.8
Em 1 rates

Quatar - 93- 7 185.2 338.9 195- 0 117-6

L iby.a 63-0 214-6 147-0 261.1 93.6 109.4

Iraq 2.0 11.1 422.9 218.4 231.7 53-4

Algeria 1.0 25-4 46.9 40-7 53.6 46.7

TOTAL 351.0 1283.5 3385.2 4877-9 4655-5 6403-7

Source : 0£CD Observer, November 1977



We have already noted how the quadrupl ing of oi l prices in

1973 led to a radical change in this situation, OPEC countriès

acquired a new role in the international scene. No longer were

they vassal s of the oi l companies. For the first time, North

South Dialogue became a meaning for concept. At the regional level

the l argest oi l producers in the Middle East, Saudi Arabia and Iran

acquired a completely new role. Ever since 1974/ Saudi Arabia in

particular, has aspired to increase its pol itical influence among

oi l exporting states in the Gulf, has sought to play a mediating

role among the front l ine states, and, more recently, has become

much concerned with security issues in the Red Sea area.

In practice, it is possible to distinguish between two main

groups of Arab oi l exporting countries. With the exception of

Libya, this classification corresponds to the economic position

of the donors. On the one hand, the Moderate States, that is

Saudi Arabia and the oi l-rich Gulf states. These states are

strong Iy l i nked to the West for pol iticai, i deoIog i caI, e conom i c

and strategic reasons. On the other, the Progressive States

(Iraq, Algeria and Libya). These states, with the exception of

Libya, have much Iarger population and thus a much higher absorp

tive capacity than the oi l exporting countries of the Arabian

pen i nsuI a.

What is to be stressed here is that this distinction be

tween the two groups corresponds as wel l to a highly significant

distinction in the Arab oi l exporting countries' pol icies of aid.
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TABLE C

BILATERAL LOANS PROVIDED BY OPEC COUNTRIES ON SOFT TERMS TO

RED SEA COUNTRIES (January 1973-June 1975)

Net disbursement (in mi l l ion U. S. dol lars)

Benef i c i ary

Country

Egypt

Eth i op i a

Jordan

Soma I Ì a

Sudan

North Yemen

South Yemen

1973

555.57

94.38

5-46

3.60

8.71

122A

868.54

1.10

189.45

38.98

98.38

73.43

11.42

Total OPEC Aid

to Red Sea

Countries 667.72 1182.92

mi

622.92

81.58

26.87

23.45

16.06

16.82

787.70

General Total

OPEC Aid to

Third World 1067.66 3085.95 1512.80

Total OPEC Aid

to Arab

Countries 1013.07 2312.48 1250.49

% taken by each benef ic i ary country

mi i22A mi

52

8.8

0.5

0.3

0.8

28.1

0.03

6.1

1.3

3.2

2.3

0.4

100 100

11.2

5.4

1.8

1.6

1.1

1.1

62.4 41.4 22.2

100

9iL2 IAjlI 82^

Source : CNCED, op. cit.



This distinction is both qual itative and quantitative.

- The first point to note is the differing scale of aid given by

the countries i n both groups. As can be seen from Tab I e B, the

conservative countries with a low absorptive capacity have been

generous aid donors. (This group, according to OECD reports,

is second only to U. S. as an aid donor in world terms. ) The

progressives, on the other hand, are relatively tight fisted.

- The second distinction is qua I itati ve : that is whereas the con

servative countries tend to concentrate a large proportion of

their aid in bi lateral transfers, countries such as Iraq, Algeria

and, to a lesser extent, Libya show a marked tendency to favour

multi lateral aid mechanisms.

As far as aid to the Red Sea Arab countries is concerned

(Tab I e C), the poi it ical motives underlying this distinction be

tween the aid pol icies fol lowed by the two groups are relatively

easy to perceive. Clearly, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Quatar and the

United Arab Emirates have a strong interest, given their own in

ternal pol itical orientations, in maintaining the Red Sea Arab

countries in the Western zone of influence. Equal ly clearly,

these countries are today so desperate for resources as to be very

open to this influence.

For the progressive countries, the situation is somewhat

different» For these countries, the balance of power in the Red

Sea is not an immediate source of concern. Very often these
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countries have sufficient development problems of their own to

effectively rule out extensive involvement in ambitious pol itical

manoeuvres far from their frontiers.

Let us now proceed to examine in greater detai l the specific

aspects of these countr i es' a i d pol icies.



SAUDI ARABIA

(Regional position and foreign pol icy)

In the economic hierarchy of the Red Sea area, Saudi Arabia

acts as a patron for the poor oi l-less countries. It is undeniabl

powerful because of its economic potential but also because it is

able to finance cl ients in the region (Egypt, Sudan, North Yemen,

Somal ia), Without this capabi l ity, Saudi Arabia would enjoy rathe

l imited regional leverage.

At the same time it acts as a partner for the West and a

regional broker for "Northern" economic interests, particularly

those of the U. S. A.

Saudi Arabia's l inks with the West can best be i l lustrated

by Saudi Oi l Minister Yamani 's own words to an Ital ian journal ist :

"We know that if your economy col lapses, we wi l l col l apse with

you. In other words, unless the countries of the West are prosper

ous, we cannot import your technology and your industry. We are

not interested in seeing you col l apse either for pol itical or eco

nomic-reasons.
" (l)

If the Second Development Plan (1976-1980) is implemented,

the Saudi economy in the coming years wi I I be dominated by Iarge

energy-intensive and capital-intensive industries. An entire

range of consumer goods and capital equipment wi I I need to be im

ported. These imports are bound to make Saudi Arabia sti I I more

(l) Oriana Fal laci, Intervista con la Storia, Mi lan, Rizzol i,

1977, p. 421
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dependent on the industrial ised world than at present. At the

same time, the development of a national export-oriented petro

chemical industry wi l l increase rel iance on Western markets for

sales.

A further confirmation of this trend is provided by the

"Secret Pact" engi neered by Crown Pri nce Fahd and Treasure Secretary,

Wi l l iam Simon, at the end of 1976, by the terms of which Saudi Arabia

pledged to invest a large proportion of its surplus earnings in U. S.

bonds in exchange for pol itical and mi l itary protection, (l) The

U. S. A. is concerned about maintaining Saudi Arabian oi l production at

a level of at least 8.5 mi l l ion barrels per day. Experts estimate,

however, that Saudi Arabian income requirements could be met with a

level of production not exceeding 3.5 mi l l ion barre Is a day. If Saud

Arabia is to continue to produce oi l in the same quantity as at

present, it wi l l be necessary to drastical ly increase its absorptive

capacity. If this is so, the West has every interest in :

1. rapid domestic development (i. e. ambitious development
plan) ;

2. encouraging a high level of Saudi foreign investment,

particularly in Western countries ;

3. stimulating major mi l itary expenditure on imported
Western weapons ; and

4. an active regional pol icy in which l arge sums are

devoted to aid to countries in the region. (2)

Al l these points have a double economic and pol itical purpose.

On the one hand they are, in the long run, economic interests of the

(1) Newsweek, 27 February, 1977

(2) Committee on Energy and Natural Resources, U. S. Senate, "Access

to oi l - The U. S. relationships with Saudi Arabia and Iran",

Washington, U. S. Govt. Printing Office, December 1977/PP- 41-46.
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West, on the other the strengthening of Saudi Arabia as a pol itical

power in the region is designed to act as a stabi l ising influence in

the zone.

Broadly speaking, Saudi Arabia's foreign pol icy is based on

«

three related objectives ;

1. to halt or reverse Soviet influence in the Middle East

and more recently in the Horn of Africa ;

2. stabi l isation of moderate régimes around the Gulf and

the Red Sea ; and

3. preservation of oi l routes.

These objectives clearly coincide with American strategy in

the area. Since the oi l price rise in 1973, Saudi Arabia has not

only increased its pol itical abi l ity to act, but has also showed

increased concern in the security of the Red Sea area, especial ly

after the overthrow of Hai lé Selassie and the setting up of a revol

utionary pro-Soviet regime in Ethiopia. In particular, the Saudis

have been providing aid to the Eritreans and to Somal ia, the aim

being to counter growing Soviet influence in the Horn of Africa,

At the same time, they are increasingly worried about the

possibi l ity of a threat to the security of oi l routes in the Gulf

and the Red Sea. Saudi Arabia is thus attempting to achieve poi i~

ti cai stabi l ity among states in both areas.

Saudi interest in the Red Sea is l ikewise l inked to the

newly-bu i 11 1,200 km, 1.85 mi I I i on barre Is per day Yanbu pi peI i ne

which runs from the Abquaq terminal in the Ghawar oi lfields in the



eastern province to the Red Sea town of Yanbu, 350 mi les north of

Jeddah. This pipel ine is designed to reduce Saudi dependence on

its present, vulnerable outlet for oi l exports, that is passage

through the Gulf. As a by-product, the pipel ine is designed to

provide the feedstock for a new major petrochemi cal complex at

Yanbu simi lar to the Jubai I industrial centre in the eastern part

of the country, (l)

If Saudi Arabia is to achieve her security objectives in

the Red Sea area, it is obvious that one of the important tools

open to it is the selective lease of its immense financial resour

ces in the form of financial assistance,

(Saudi ai d poI i cy)

Saudi Arabia has recently emerged as the biggest aid donor

in the world after the U. S. A. According to 0£CD figures, in 1976

Saudi Arabia disbursed no less than $3.6 bi l l ion, that is 5*7% of

its GNP. (2)

Official ly, Saudi aid pol icy is motivated by the bel ief

that the 1973-1974 oi l price surge in which it played a key part,

was a blow to the economies of developing countries. Saudi Arabia

preferred to present aid to countries badly affected by the oi l

price rise as an obl igation resulting from the Kingdom's sudden

acquisition of wealth. Its aid program barely existed before

this decade. Nevertheless, whatever, the extent of Saudi Arabia's

commitments to less developed countries, it does not intend to

(1) The Financial Times, 27 October, 1978

(2) The 0£ CD Observer, November 1977
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renounce its sol idarity with the "North. "

In real ity, Saudi relations with its poor neighbors are

anal ogous to those between North and South, the only difference

being that Saudi coercive power is l imited to the financial sphere.

According to the objectives of the Second Development Plan,

Saudi Arabia has committed itself to giving 10% of its revenues in

aid to the less developed countries. Between 1973 and 1975/ Saudi

Arabia spent more than $ 10 bi l l ion on foreign aid. Of this amount,

$6.1 bi l l ion went to Arab and Islamic countries of which $3-8 bi l l ion

went towards development projects in those countries and $ 250 mi l l ion

on humanitarian and disaster rel ief in Africa and Asia, (l)

There are a variety of reasons which are usual ly given for

Saudi aid granting :

1. "Pure" a 1tru i sm - In the Islamic tradition, aid is viewed

as a kind of alms giving. According to this view, the

Saudis feel they have an obl igation to contribute to re

l ieve countries hit by natural disasters, refugee problems
and increased oi l bi l ls.

2. The desire to strengthen the Arab and Islamic worlds.

Saudis are extremely interested in enhancing the prestige

of the Arab world and in bui lding up a network of al l ian

ces tying up the Islamic countries.

3. What is certain is that Saudi aid also involves a number

of somewhat more concrete objectives. Aid as such can be

used for poI i t i caI ends : to enhance Saudi Arabia's region
al influence ; to pay off cl ient governments and other

pol itical forces ; and to maintain these within the Western

orb i t.

(l) MEED, 24 September .1976, quoting Saudi Devel opment Fund stati sti cs

(MEED - Middle East Economic Digest, weekly, London)
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In the region the first priority has been support for the

front l ine states, the aim being not only to increase their mi l i

tary potential but also to keep their respective régimes on a

moderate I i ne.

A second objective in Saudi aid pol icy has been to reduce

Soviet influence in the Red Sea area and in the Arab world. Aid

has thus been generously extended to North Yemen, Somal ia and the

Sudan 

Saudi Arabia tends to concentrate a large proportion of

i ts ai d program on bi lateral transfers. The bulk of Saudi aid is

disbursed in the form of grants or very "soft" loans to countries

where Saudi Arabia has a direct pol icy interest. Only part of the

Saudi grant aid to these states is a regular subsidy which can be

used as bal ance of payments support to meet budget deficits,

which in most cases have been provoked by increased oi l bi l ls. . -

Saudi grants tend to be given on a "one off basis" so that the

rulers of recipient states, such as Nimeiri in Sudan and Syad

Barre in Somal ia, have to constantly return to Ryadh to ask for

more. The Saudis argue that this is a safeguard against aid being

wasted. In practice, however, the Saudi pattern of aid ensures

that the aid donor has the maximum pol itical leverage over the

ree i p i ent. (1)

Saudi Arabia has always had reservations about program

assistance because of the ease with which this could be . di verted

(l) Saudi Arab i a. Financial Times Survey, 20 March, 1978



to the wrong objective. According to the Saudis, program assistance

gives the recipient countries l ittle incentive to put their balance

of payments in order. Saudis felt particularly distrustful of Sudan

ese and Egyptian handl ing of aid and they steered these two countries

to reach an agreement with the International Monetary Fund (IMF) on

a stabi l ising program as a pre-condition for further aid.

The trend away from program aid has lead to the strengthening

of the Saudi Development Fund (SDF), created in 1974 i-n the wake of

the 1974 price rise. The fund has been suppl ied with a capital of

$3 bi l l ion. Since 1974 Saudi Arabia has seemed to favor the Project

approach to aid giving. The attractiveness of this approach is that

it enables an account to be kept of the uses to which money obtained

from abroad has been put. Above al l, it relates means to ultimate

ends and makes it easier for the fund to exert accounting control

over projects.

The SDF has been giving loans in Saudi rials only, at reduced

rates of i nterest to Arab and non-Arab developing countries. Accord

ing to the Fund's regulations, the total amount of each project must

not exceed 50% of the Fund's capital, nor be higher than 50% of the

total cost of the project being financed. The projects must be

guaranteed against national isation and sequestration in the reci
»

pient countries. The Fund is run by a Board of Directors chaired by

the Minister of Finance.



(Saudi aid to Red Sea countries)

A. Pol itical l inks with Saudi Arabia

The turning point in Saudi Arabia's regional stature came at

the Khartoum conference fol lowing the Six Day War in 1967. The

Egyptian withdrawal from North Yemen, fol lowing the Israel i victory

in June of that year, led to Saudi Arabia being confirmed as the

unchal lenged dominant power in the peninsula. Thus, Saudi Arabia,

with growing U. S. backing, saw herself as the emerging leader of

the Arabs and the guarantor of stabi l ity in the region. Consequently

she sought to "deradicaI ize" her neighbours, particularly Egypt and

Sudan.

After Nasser's death, a new warmth in Saudi-Egyptian relations

quickly developed. From 1971 onwards, Saudi Arabia, along with

other conservative Arab states, began to serve as a go-between in

the slow re-establ ishment of normal relations between Egypt and

the U. S. A. President Sadat responded positively to Saudi pleas,

for he bel ieved that a strategy of friendship and accommodation

with the Saudis would contribute to the economic development of

the country. The expulsion of the Soviet mi l itary mission in 1972

and the inauguration of an open door poi icy aimed at attracting

foreign capital to Egypt, were partial ly due to Saudi advice that

these moves would be conducive to massive Saudi assistance to Egypt

and that they would be viewed favourably by the U. S. A.
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Reconci l iation with Saudi Arabia has cost Egypt the al ienation

of Libya. (Previously, Gheddafi had proposed various schemes for

unifying Egypt, Libya and Sudan in one economical ly viable entity.

Those schemes caused serious concern to Saudi leaders. )

Thus, after more than a decade of bitter confrontation with

Egypt, Saudi Arabia found herself with considerable control over

Egypt's economy. In this way, she was able to enhance her regional

we i ght.

Saudi aid to Egypt, as has been stated by John Waterbury, is

a good i l lustration of the kind of relations existing between the

two countries.

"Saudis aid Egypt only to the extent of staving off the

economy col lapse, but never enough to permit it to cut the umbi l i 

cal cord to the Saudi treasury", (l)

Since the October War in 1973, Egypt's role in the Red Sea

area has become particularly important for Saudi Arabia. There

are pol itical, strategic and economic reasons for this development.

Historical ly speaking, Egypt has played a key pol itical role

in the Middle East and the Islamic world, as wel l as in Africa.

She has been of great importance in the organization of African

Unity and the non-al igned movements. Saudi Arabia's main concern

vis à vis Egypt was that she might move dangerously close to the

Soviet camp or towards the Arab "radical progressive" countries.

(l) John Waterbury, op. cit.
, p. 8l

\



For the Saudis, it was extremely important as wel l that Egypt remain

immune from al l kinds of social ism including the Nasserite brand.

The Egypti an performance in the October war convinced the Saudi s

for the first time that Egypt's armed forces were mi I itarÌ ly credible

as a regional power, to be deployed most I ikeIy in the Red Sea in

case of a confrontation with Ethiopia. The Saudis decided, as a

consequence, that it was worthwhi le financing Egyptian mi l itary

suppl ies and compensating for losses incurred during the war if

this would enable Sadat's regime to intervene mi l itari ly in the

area to crush any over-radical regime that might emerge. They even

bel ieved that it might be possible to extend this Egyptian role into

Africa. Funds were channel led al l the more readi ly in that they

served to increase Western and to decrease Soviet influence over

Egypt.

M i I i tary a i d -. .Saudi Arabia financing Egypt's purchase of   "

arms - l ies outside the field of this study. Nonetheless, it

should be pointed out that this aid for which there exists no

official figures, was extremely substantial. In particular, the

Saudis helped to establ ish the Arab armament organization which

was centered in Cairo.

The reopening of the Suez Canal to international traffic

served only to enhance Egyptian strategic importance in Saudi eyes,

given the insecure situation in thè Horn of Africa, Free access to

the Canal for tankers carrying Saudi oi l is considered a vital

Saudi i nterest.

- 10 -

*
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Already by the time of the October war, Egypt succeeded in

bui lding up a significant capabi l ity in manufacturing and services

sector. On the one hand, the export industries, cotton texti les,

were expanding rapidly, on the other, Egypt was able to provide a

series of financial and banking services which the Saudis were ex

tremely eager to encourage. This required a drastic change in the

social ist oriented economic pol icies which the Egyptian government

had pursued under Nasser.

With the quadrupl ing of the price of oi l, Egypt with its high

absorptive capacities provided a useful outlet for excess revenues

accumulating in Arab hands. The Saudi aim was to increase the de 

gree of compI imentarity and compatibi l ity between the Saudi and

Egyptian economies. Egypt could provide an outlet for Saudi capi
f



tal investment and a market for future Saudi petrochemical exports,

whi le at the same time providing Iabour to meet the chronic Saudi

shortage.

B. Saudi aid flows to Egypt

Soon after the October war and havi ng successful ly secured

Egyptian integration within the Western camp, Saudi Arabia began to

pour enormous sums of money to resettle the Egyptian economy which

had been severely damaged by the war. Besides private investments

in the bui lding industry, tourism and l ight industry which wi l l not

be discussed here, Saudi Arabia was especial ly concerned to develop

Egypt enough to keep it financial ly afloat. She thus sought to com

pensate for Egypt's balance of payments deficit, to pay her long



term debts and to devel op her industry and infrastnucture to a cert

ain minimum extent. At the same time Saudi Arabia helped to finance

the reconstruction of the Suez Canal zone.

Contributions to the war effort amounting to roughly $ 1 bi l l ion

a year, continued to flow in conformity with the resolutions passed

at the Khartoum and Rabat Arab Summit Conference respectively in

August 1967 and November 1974. Apart from these, at the beginning of

1974 and in 1975/ the Saudis began to inject vast sums of money in

the form of what V. Ahmad has cal led "seed money" (l) /
that is as

funds aimed at strengthening the economy during the transition from

Nasser style social ism to Sadat's open door economy, and to create the

appropriate conditions for future investments. The exact amount in-
1

volved, however, is unknown. These grants, gifts or donations*usua I -

ly came at the conclusion of state visits and mostly took the form of

interest~free subsidies.

During King Feisal 's visit to Egypt in 1974/ Saudi Arabia

granted Egypt $300 mi l l ion in i mmed i ate aid, Ì ntended to re I i eve the

bal ance of payments deficit. (2)

The Egyptian press, however, was somehow disi l lusioned by this

derisory donation. During the vi sit it was speculated that Saudi

Arabia was considering a grant of $1.2 mi l l ion in banking credit in

addition to war reconstruction aid. (3)

(1) Y. J. Ahmad, Absorptive Capacity of the Egyptian Economy, Paris,
OECD, 1976, p. 99

(2) Arab Re port and Record, London, 14 February, 1975 (bimonthly)

(3) Y. J. Ahmad, op. cit.
, p. 108
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A few months after the assassination of King pei sal, his suc

cessor King Khaled, on July 20, 1975/ made an official visit to Egypt

and granted credit faci l ities for $600 mi l l ion to reinforce the

Egyptian economy.

No real program assi stance to Egypt was ever real ly elabor

ated. Nonetheless
/

Saudi Arabia paid $200 mi l l ion for food purchase

and housing projects aimed at "improving the l iving conditions of

the Egyptian people.
" (l) Later, in February 1976, after Sadat's

tour of the gulf oi l exporting states, Saudi Arabia donated $300

mi l l ion to Egypt to "enable her to cope with the urgent require

ments of her people and solve her pressing commodity supply probI ems. "(2)

There was never, however, much enthusiasm among the Saudi s for

this kind of budget assistance. As early as 1976 they preferred to

refer on al l matters relating to debts, or balance of payments deficit,

to international special ised agencies such as the IMF or the World

Bank.

With the creation of the Saudi Development Fund in 1974/ the

Saudis revealed their marked preference for the project approach through

which they are able to exert greater control over the al location of

funds. By financing specific development projects, the Saudis are l ike

wise ab I e to bring in Western expertise and technology.

Saudi Arabia was high ly concerned about helping bui ld up and

renovate Egypt's i nfrastructure. . In late 1975/ the Saudi government

granted a loan of $ 23 mi l l ion dol lars for the improvement of the tele

phone system in Cairo and the instai lation of 3/000 telex I ines. (3)

(1) Arab Report and Record, 1976, p. 108

(2) Arab Report and Record, 1975/ p. 247

(3) MEES, 2 January, 1976 (MEES - Middle East Economic Survey, weekly,

Beirut, Ni cosi a)
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An efficient telecommunications system in Cairo is an especial ly

urgent necessity if the capital is to become an important financial

center in the area. The Saudi Development Fund has al so discussed

the eventual ity of granting $ 150 mi l l ion for the reconstruction of

a road network that would l ink Cairo to the Canal cities (l).

Another $65 mi I I ion loan was granted to finance rai Iroad projects,

along with $20 mi l l ion for the Hel iopol is He I wan highway to l ink

Cairo's northern periphery with the industrial center at Helwan. (2)

The Saudi government was not so interested in promoting

Egypt's l ight or heavy i ndustry. Rather it sought to encourage the

private sector and the majority of the Saudi investments in Egyptian

i ndustry came from private rather than government bodies. Neverthe

less, in some cases the Saudi Government has intervened in develop

ing industries. An example of that would be the Saudi financing the

greater part of a British Leyland car assembly plant (3) with British

Ley I and providing the technology and Egypt the manpower ; a represent

ative model of trianguIar operation Saudi Arabia sought to promote in

Egypt and the Sudan.

The Saudi government has also made a loan of $ 26 mi I I ion to

help improve the state-owned cotton ginning industry. (4)

Saudi Arabia has also sought to participate in the develop

ment of Egypt's o i 1 sector. Soon after the October war i n December

1973/ the Saudi government announced its intention to contribute .

(1) V. J.
, Ahmad, op. cit.

, p. 109

(2) MEES, 8 August, 1975

(3) Telex Med.
,

26 January, 1975

(4) ARR, 27 January, 1976
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$60 mi l l ion to the fi nancing of the Sumed p i peI i ne project, the

total cost of which amounts to $400 mi l l ion to be shared equal ly by

Kuwait and the United Arab Emirates. The Egyptian government wi l l

pay half the total cost, that is $200 mi I I ion, and Qatar $ 20 mi I I ion.

The 210 mi les pipel ine, running from the Gulf of Suez to the Mediter

ranean, has an initial capacity of 40 mi l l ion tons a year, with a

possibi I ity of a further increase to I 10 mi I I ion tons a year. The

Sumed pipel ine is of particular interest to Saudi Arabia as, to

gether with the Suez Canal, it is expected in the near future to

partial ly attract traffic away from the Cape route and hence increase

the importance of the Red Sea as a major oi I route.

At the end of 1973# Saudi Arabia proposed to finance the bui ld

ing of a large refinery in a free zone near Alexandria to process the

crude oi l coming through Sumed. The project cost was then estimated

to be around $400 mi l l ion. Later, Egyptian officials cal led for a

more ambitious refinery complex to be set up on a joint venture basis

among Arab states as a fol low up to Sumed. Whichever refinery is

eventual ly bui lt, it is l ikely to be attractive to Saudi oi l funds,

particularly since the project aims to recycle Arab surplus money for

Arab industrial isation and the industrial isation of oi l by construct

ing a processing plant on Arab soi l. (l)

Apart from the financial assistance granted to support Egypt's

balance of payments deficit and to service part of Egypt's external

debts as we I I as payment of the war contributi on, the bulk of Saudi

aid to Egypt went to the reconstruction and devel opment of the Suez

Canal area. The first Saudi contribution to Egypt was a gift of

(l) Y. J. Ahmad, op. cit.
, pp. 87-91
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r

$ 100 mi l l ion to help rebui ld the Suez Canal towns damaged during the

war. A Saudi source confirmed that this contribution was not a loan

and was separate from the regular financial assi stance which Saudi

Arabia had been granting Egypt since 19Ó7. (l) Saudi Arabia attaches

particul ar importance to the Suez Canal
/
more so after its reopening

in June 1975- The Canal not only enhanced the economic significance

of the Red Sea for the transport of oi l and freight, but also trans

formed it from an appendix to the Indian Ocean into a major artery

in terms of economic and strategic importance between the Indian

Ocean and the Mediterranean. (2)

Saudi Arabia has been increasingly rel iant on the Red Sea for

the transportation of its oi l to the Mediterranean via the Suez Canal.

The reduced capacity of the Tapi ine pipeI ìne and refinery due to the

pol itical turmoi l in the Middle East confrontation states, has led

Saudi Arabia to become more dependent on the new Yanbu pipel ine on

the Red Sea as a safer outlet for her oi l freight. The construction

of an ambitious petrochemicaI center at Yanbu and the promotion of

a complementary oi l refining and processing industry in Egypt is a

further indication of Saudi Arabia's intention to make continuous

use of the Canal for transportation of refined and processed oi l.

This wi l l be shipped to Europe in tankers smal ler than the

very large crude oi l carriers. Already more than 30% of the world

tanker fleet is using the Canal . Saudi Arabia has subscribed

together with the World Bank, AFSED and the KFAED, the U. S. A. and

other regional Arab funds to finance Canal improvement projects and

(1) ME£S, 19 Apri 1, 1974

(2) Udo Steinbach, "Arab Pol icy around the Horn of Africa,
"

in

Aussen Pol i t i k, 3/1911, pp. 303



to accommodate a greater share of the supertanker fleet. As may

be seen from Tab I e 1
,

the Saudi Development Fund has given $50

mi l l ion to help finance the first phase of enlarging the Suez

Canal . (l)

The most significant Saudi loan ( $ l6l

mi l l ion) was granted by the SDF for widening and enlarging the

Canal in order to fit the generation of supertankers which de

veloped during eight years of closure of the Canal from 1967 to

1975. (2) These vessel s (the supertankers) can carry oi I to

Europe and the U. S. A. via the Cape of Good Hope more cheaply than

smal l vessels using the Canal, but in the long run, with a possible

deterioration of the situation in South Africa, even the Cape route

may prove unrel iable. The big take-off of the Red Sea oi l route is

expected to come in the early 1980's with the completion of Saudi

Arabia's strategic Yanbu pipel ine. When this is completed, Saudi

oi l (refined or crude) wi l l be transhipped in what wi l l then be the

expanded Canal, (3)

Since 1976, economic problems in Egypt have become more

acute due to inefficient administrative management of the economy.

A major difficulty has been the inabi l ity to absorb aid. By the

end of 1976, Egypt had only spent $307 mi l l ion of avai lable

American assistance, leaving $647 mi l l ion unspent. In 1977 $310

mi l l ions worth of assistance was absorbed, leaving $608 mi l l ion in

unspent aid from the U. S. A. (4) Despite this absorption fai lure,

(1) Y. J. Ahmad, op. cit.
, p. 89

(2) Y. J. Ahmad, op. cit.
, p. 92

(3) Michael Tingay, Financial Times Survey on Egypt, 31 July, 1978

(4) Michael Tingay, Financial Times Survey on Egypt, 31 July, 1978
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Suez Canal Financing

(These loans have been pledged for the first phase of the

Suez Canal widening and deepening program. Al l loans, with the

exception of the Worl d Bank loan, are soft loans with interest of

no more than 4%« )

The Wor I d Bank (at &§%) $100 m i I I i on

Saudi Development Fund $ 50 "

Arab Fund for Economic and Social Development $ 41-4
"

Islamic Development Fund $ 12 "

Kuwait Fund for Social and Economic Development $ 20.7
"

Abu Dhabi Fund for Arab Economic Development $ 15 "

US Agency for InternationaI Development $ 25
"

J apan $ 131 "

Japan $ 82.7

Bi lateral Agreements with :

West Germany $ 10 "

France $ 2 "

U. K. $ 10

Suez Canal Authority $ 73» 2
"

Suez Canal Fund $ 22 "

TOTAL $595 mi I I ion

Source : MEED Special Report on Egypt, May 1978, citing Suez Canal

Authority sources



aid continued to arrive. This natural ly discouraged the Arab donors

who began to look for new and more diversified ways to channel their

aid to Egypt. Saudi Arabia in particu Iar was keen to refer al l matters

relating to budget problems to the expertise of international

special ised agencies such as the IMF, and has encouraged the formation

of consultative bodies including Egypt's main creditors, in order to

solve its economic problems.

The implementation of the open-door pol icy coincided with the

worst economic crisis Egypt has known. World wheat prices soared, as

did the cost of other essential commodities, and the bal ance of pay

ments deficit worsened significantly. in an urgent attempt to stabi

l ise the situation and reduce the growth of the budget deficit, the

government made the i I I-fated attempt to remove a number of basic

subsidies. This led to the bread riots of January 1977 which unin

tentional ly set in motion an international rescue operation. I n this

way, Egypt has been able to base its reform program on firmer found

ations. Saudi Arabia and other oi l exporting Gulf states participated

in this international rescue operation, providing $ 1.47 bi l l ion in

loans for direct balance of payments support. (l)

It is important to note that since 1977t Saudi Arabia has come

to see Egypt as a bottomless pit for program aid and Saudi payment to

E9ypt since then appears to have "been sharply curtai led. Instead,

Saudi Arabia steered Egypt into reaching an agreement with the IMF on

a stabi l isation program. /

(l) Matthew Rogers, Financial Times Survey on Egypt, July 31, 1978



The Sudan

The Sudan does not enjoy Egypt's strategic position ; it

possesses neither oi l nor other mineral resources and has only one

outlet on the Red Sea. The country covers 2 mi I I ion square ki I o-

meters, of which 500 thousand are of arable l and. At the present,

however, 10% of this area i s used for agriculture.

Saudi Arabia's interest in the Sudan is mostly l imited to

keeping this Iargest of the African countries within her sphere of

influence and to promoting Sudanese agricultural potential in order

to make the Sudan both a source of food supply for the Arabian

peninsula and a profitable home for Saudi private and publ ic

cap i ta I
.

Since the late sixties, Saudi Arabia has sought to have a

more active role in the area. It was particularly alarmed by the

emergence of radical regimes in Libya and the Sudan, and sought to

undermine them. Libya in particular constituted the main threat to

the Saudi hegemonic role in the region. Oi l rich with a smal l pop

ulation, Libya could bankrol l al l Egypt and the Sudan's development

projects in the name of the overal l development of the sub-region.

After Nasser's death in 1970, Egypt moved away from the

Libyan regime and seemed to favor a rapprochement with the Saudis

and the West. Sadat's corrective movement in May 1971/ in which he

purged the leftist Nasserite elements, was an indication of the

règi me change in pol icy. This final ly crystal ised after the October
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war in 1973 -

In the Sudan, the raging civi l war in the southern regions

prevented General Nimeiri from establ ishing too close relations

with his northern Arab neighbors, although he did try to find a

solution to the problem in the south. After the abortive Communist

coup in July 1971, the Sudanese regime openly adopted a moderate

pol icy and sought to achieve better relations with its African

neighbors, particularly Ethiopia.

By early 1972, President Nimeiri had been able to end the

civi l war in the southern provinces. From then on, the regime began

to set its face increasingly towards development on capital ist l ines

with a mixed economy in order to attract aid and investments from

the oi l rich Arab states. Saudi Arabia could not but welcome and

give its blessing to this move. Moreover, as the champion of the

Arab conservative camp, it was also keen to encourage, Sudan's shift

from pro-Soviet and radical economies to Western-oriented and prag

matic measures.

Like many other Arab oi l states since the 1973 huge increase

in oi l prices, Saudi Arabia viewed the Sudan, with its vast supply

of arable land and untapped animal wealth, as an important source of

food.

The geographical proximity of the Sudan to the Arabian pen

insula suggests the sort of exchange which might be possible between

the two regions (oi l for agricultural products and labor).
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For a long time, most of the financial assistance to the

Sudan came from private and pubi ic Arab funds, especial ly from

Kuwait. Loans came from Abu Dhabi and Qatar. Rel atively speaking,

Saudi Arabia was a late comer to the Sudan, and is way behind when

compared, for instance, to Kuwait which gave the first loan from

its newly establ ished fund to the Sudan as early as 1962. Irj

real ity, for a long time Saudi Arabia was suspicious of the NimeirÌ

régime, despite its change of pol itical l ine.

Soon after the October war in 1973 and the huge price ri se

in oi l revenues, Saudi Arabia real ised the economic importance of

the Sudan and the opportunities it offers for future investments.

Saudi businessmen, in cI ose co I l aborati onwith American and European

firms, viewed the Sudan as a potential source of medium and long

term profit, despite its acute economic problem. The we I l-known

Saudi financier and entrepreneur, Adnan Khasoogji, told President

Nimeiri : "The only way i see of doing anything here, is to bring

in a lot of money.
" (l)

Khasoogji was aware of Sudan's serious financial problems,

but a few months after he met President NÌmeiri, he managed to

organise a $200 mi l l ion loan on the Euromarket. The loan is to be

repayed over 10 years with an 0.75% interest and carries an uncon

ditional and irrevocable guarantee from the Saudi Monetary Agency

(SAMA). Without this guarantee, it would have been very difficult

indeed for a country I ike the Sudan to borrow a sum as Iarge as

$ 200 mi l l ion. (2) The loan was the Sudan's biggest ever, and

(1) M££D special report on the Sudan, 26 August, 1977/ P« 2

(2) Fin ancial Times, 22 February 1974
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was used to provide the equity capital for a new State investment

and finance organisation, the Sudan Development Corporation, which

promptly became Sudan's most prominant body in attracting in

vestors, (l)

Saudi Arabia's program assistance to the Sudan has not been

as important as its aid to Egypt. The Sudanese economy did not

suffer the devastati ng effect of the war, nor did Sudan have such

a heavy mi l itary burden to pay. Nevertheless, Saudi Arabia has

contributed significantly to making up for Sudan's balance of pay

ments deficit, caused mainly by an increase in foreign short term

commerical borrowing. In 1976 Saudi Arabia made a substantial

deposit in the Sudanese Central Bank.

Since 1976, however, it has refused to provide program

aid unti l more radical steps are taken to improve Sudan's finan

cial position. Only when Sudan final ly reached a one-year agree

ment with the IMF in June 1978 and devaluated its currency, did

Saudi Arabi a conclude a $300 mi l l ion soft loan for payment support,

two-thirds of which was to be spent on oi I, and $50 mi 11 ion to im

prove trade deficit. (2)

. The Saudis felt that Sudan was not negotiating seriously

enough with the IMF on a further three-year agreement, and what

is more, Sudan did not implement al l the IMF original conditions. (3)

The result was that Sudan, having fai led to reach a new agreement

with the IMF, began to suffer a severe l ack of foreign exchange and

(1) MEED special report on the Sudan, 26 August, 1977

(2) MEED, 25 September, 1978

(3) Financial Times Survey on Saudi Arabia, 23 Apri l, 1979
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there were serious fuel shortages and other supply problems.

Iraq, Sudan's main suppl ier of crude oi l, cut off suppl ies because

of Sudan's inabi l ity to pay the $ 175 mi l l ion it owed the Iraqi

government in exchange for oi l, Saudi Arabia again stepped in to

rescue Sudan by providing it with a year's supply of crude oi l

financed by a soft loan. (l)

The inconsistency of Saudi program aid to Sudan may be dis

advantageous to Sudan's overal l economic development and may en

danger. the NÌmeiri regime. Saudi Arabia may have found it advant

ageous to adopt a more coherent aid pol icy to Sudan. Whi le empha

sising on project aid, it could have contributed, together with

other Arab donors, more efficiently to resolving Sudan's payment

problems.

Saudi project contributions were somehow more compatible wi

Sudan's development needs. The Saudis intervened in fields where

other donors had already operated, and in most cases the Saudi

Development Fund concurred with international agencies and regi on

al funds.

Saudi Arabia, together with Sudan's major aid donors, have

real ised that the country's development wi l l depend almost exclu

sively on an adequate and efficient i nfrastructure.

In 1976 Saudi Arabia gave the Sudan $ 8 mi I I ion for the

development of the Sudanese Water and Electricity Corporation on

a government basis. (2)

(1) Financial Times, 8 August, 1978

(2) MEES, 12 July, 1976
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The Saudi Development Fund has contributed $36 mi l l ion for

the construction of a 210 ki lometer road which wi l l I ink 3 major

towns near the Chad borders. Besides Saudi Arabia, Japan and West

Germany wi I I f inance the project, the total cost of which wi I I

amount to $83 mi I I ion. (l)

Of particular importance is a $80 mi l l ion scheme partly

financed by the World Bank ($ 29 mi I I ion) ; the EEC ($ 16 mi I I ion) ;

and the Saudi Development Fund ($20 mi l l ion), to bui ld two airports

at Port Sudan and Wau and to rebui ld two others at Juba and

Ma IakaI. (2)

In contrast with al l its other services, Sudan's te Ie-

commun i cat i ons have greatly improved in the l ast three years, and

so much so as to have become probably the most efficient in the

whole of Africa. In 1977 the Saudi Development Fund announced it

would give a $10 mi l l ion loan to help Sudan finance the construction

of 14 earth stations for satel l ite communications. The project's

total cost is estimated at $47 mi l l ion. Another loan amounting to

$ 7 mi l l ion, has been earmarked for the renovation and expansion of

radio communications for aviation. (3)

Saudi Arabia has also undertaken to finance the total cost

of a telecommunications project to l ink Saudi Arabia and the Sudan

by a microwave system. This l ink would improve telex, telephone

and television l inks between the two. countries. (4)

(1) MEED special report on the Sudan, 26 August, 1977

(2) MEED speci al report on the Sudan, 26 August, 1977

(3) MEES, I I July, 1977

(4) ARR, 1978
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Saudi Arabia and the oi l rich Arab states of the Gulf have

become increasingly aware of the possibi l ity of a world grain short

age and the continuous rise in world food prices. They have also

become greatly concerned with the vulnerabi l ity of their position

with regard to their food suppl ies.

In most cases of project aid to Sudan, the Saudis have

joined forces with other Arab donors, particularly Kuwait, They have

also worked together with international agencies along Western

sources of technology. It is thus significant that the first loan

Saudi Arabia made to the Sudan, was aimed at financing part of the

Rahad irrigation scheme. The project wi l l cost $320 mi l l ion, fin

anced mostly by Kuwait, Saudi Arabi a ($ 28 mi l l ion) ; the World Bank ;

and the U. S. Agency for International Development. (l)

Another agricultural project in which Saudi Arabia is in

volved, is the l ivestock and husbandry farm project in south Darfur

in the western part of the country. Besides Saudi Arabia, Abu

Dhabi ; the U. K. and the World Bank are also partici pating.

Saudi Arabia has also participated in Sudan's most ambitious

industry : sugar refining. The Kenana sugar scheme, Sudan's larg

est project, aims at developing about 85 thousand acres of sugar

and producing 330 thousand tons of refined sugar a year, The pro

ject is to be completed in 1980. Several firms from the U. K.
,

France, Japan and South Korea are involved in the construction work

whi le the finance comes mainly from Kuwait and Saudi Arabia. In

(l) Financial Times, 27 June, 1975
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late 1978/ Saudi Arabia acquired a 18,24% stake in the enlarged

equity of the Kenana Sugar Corporation, making it the third l argest

shareholder after the Sudanese government and Kuwait. In this

operation, the Saudis benefited from the devaluation of the Sudan

ese pound imposed by the IMF and hence paid their hol dings in the

Corporation at a lower price than the other sharehoIders. (l)

A promising area of close co-operation between Sudan and

Saudi Arabia has been the exploration of the Red Sea mineral resources.

In May 1974 the Saudi-Sudanese Committee for the Exploitation of the

Red Sea Resources was establ ished to develop the zinc, copper and

si lver deposits in the Red Sea area between the two countries7 terri

tori al waters. Preussag of West Germany was contacted for the

assessment of these minerals. Saudi Arabia has undertaken to finance

al l the work, which is estimated as costing $100 mi l l ion. Of this

amount, mi I I ion has been spent so far on geological surveys and

on equipping seven research vessels. (2)

The Saudi commitment to Sudan's development seems to be in

creasing. In recent years Saudi aid contributions have primari ly

gone to projects on which there has been close col Iaboration with

the Sudan, and which could be beneficial in the long run to Saudi

Arabia - e. g. agricultural projects such as the Rahad scheme and the
.

*

Kenana sugar refining project from which Saudi Arabia could secure a

guaranteed flow of agricu I tura I products in exchange for oi l and

chemical ferti l izers.

(1) MEES, December 1978

(2) ARR, December 1978
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J ordan

In the context of Saudi Arabia's foreign poi icy towards the

Arab countries, Jordan fal l s farther North of the Red Sea area and,

together with Egypt and Syria, constitutes one of the confrontation

states bordering Israel
,

As a Red Sea country, Jordan is not of an immedi ate concern

for Saudi Arabia. It has only one outlet on the Red Sea through the

port of Aqaba and its significance as a Red Sea country I ies mainly

in the importance of its port and its function to rei ieve congestion

from Saudi Red Sea ports.

Jordan, with its monarchical Western-oriented regime, does not

constitute a pol itical threat to Saudi Arabia. King Hussein has,

especial ly after 1967, sought to concord his poi icies with those of

Saudi leaders. Consequently, Saudi poi icy towards Jordan has been

chiefly oriented at keeping Hussein's regime poi iticaI ly stable,

securing its economic survival and preventing it from fai I ing into

the hands of radical Palestinians.

Saudi ai d to Jordan has effectively started after the six day

war in 1967 in the form of budget assi stance to compensate the l oss

of the West Bank and the grossly damaged economy, (l) Apart from

this contribution which became a standing obl igation for Saudi Arabia

to the confrontation states i n the name of the common Arab cause,

Saudi Arabia with Libya and Kuwait undertook to pay Jordan quarterly

(l) in conformity with resolutions passe^ at Khartoum Arab summit

i n August 1967



sums of $112 mi l l ion. This assistance from the oi I-exporting states

was designed to fi l l in the gap that had been caused by the with

drawal of British and American financial assistance to the Jordanian

treasury, (l) However, Arab contributions to Jordan have been tem

porari ly curtai led in 1971 in protest against the Jordanian govern

ment treatment of the Palestinians. The U. S.
,

whose direct budgetary

support has ceased since 1967, stepped in again to make up the de

ficit caused by the suspension of Arab Funds, particularly from

Kuwait and Libya.

With the quadrupl ing of oi l prices in 1974/ huge sums of

money were injected into the Jordanian economy. The Arab oi l ex

porting states have pledged to pay $ 1 bi l l ion annual ly in economic

and mi l itary assistance for the confrontation states. Saudi 's annual

share for Jordan's economic development amounted to $57 mi I I ion.

This contribution, plus the $35 mi l l ion annual Saudi aid since 1967,

has been of considerable rei ief to the Jordanian economy which was

shattered by the 1967 war, the 1971 civi l war and by the fl ow of

Palestinian refugees from the West Bank.

Saudi budgetary assistance to Jordan has increased considerably

since the October war. Contrary to their deal ings with Egypt and

Sudan, the Saudis did not try to impose conditions as to the way in

which the funds are to be al located. They were apparently satisfied

with Jordan's economic performance and had always sought to strengthen

(l) "Jordan", The Middle East and North Africa, p.
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this al ly and reinforce the economy. In December 1975/ fol lowing

King' KhaI ed's visit to Jordan, Saudi Arabia promised to provide

$ 215 mi l l ion to help implement Jordan's 1976-80 development plan,

the total cost of which is $ 2,352 mi l l ion, (l)

Saudi pr o. j e et aid to Jordan was somehow I imited when com

pared to Saudi project aid granted to Egypt and Sudan. In October

1977/ Saudi Arabia gave Jordan a loan of $ 23 mi l l ion to hel p

fi nance the expansi on of the Aqaba port for whi eh a $53 mi I I i on

contract was recently awarded. (2) The Saudi Development Fund has

never ful ly financed a specific project in Jordan, but has granted

a considerable sum of money for various projects altogether, Thus,

in June 1978/ the SDF announced that it has given loans to Jordan

worth $ 75.5 mi l l ion to finance electrical and water projects in

Amman and the port of Aqaba. (3)

(1) ARR,

(2) ARR,

(3) ARR,

No.

No»

No.

I, 1 15 January 1976

19/20, 1-21 October 1977

II, 1-15 June 1978



The Yemen Arab Republ ic (North Yemen)

.
Saudi Arabia's immediate concern with North Yemen is justified

by the Kingdom's aspiration to keep the southern part of the penin

sula with its sphere of influence rather than by its more general

hegemonic pol icy in the Red Sea area. The stabi l ity of North Yemen

is a vital need for Saudi Arabia's own stabi l ity.

Since the establ ishment of their Kingdom in 1926, the Saudis

have laid claim to the whole Arabian peninsula and have always tried

to intervene in Southern Arabia to quel l any sort of rebel l ious

movement and bring it under their own tutelage. In South Yemen, be

cause of the presence of the British, the Saudis were unable to inter

fere. In North Yemen, however, Saudi Arabia has continual ly attempted

to play off the traditional tribes against each other whi le at the

same time steadi ly supporting the rul ing Imams.

Throughout the civi l war from 1962 to 1969, the Saudis pro

vided the main financial and material support of the Imams' forces

and refused to recognise the new Yemeni Arab Republ ic for fear of the

threat it might pose inside Saudi Arabi a. After the Egypti an with

drawal in 1967, however, when it became clear that a subsidi zed repub

l ic, in which the traditional tribal forces had not been el iminated,

could be no threat, the Saudis drew closer to the republ ican forces

and ultimately abandoned the Imam. When, in 1970, Saudi Arabia

establ ished diplomatic relations, the new republ ic had already opted

for a I iberal Western-oriented economy and had even passed a I aw to

encourage foreign investors.
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Right up to 1970/ over three-quarters of the total foreign

aid (excluding aid from Egypt) came from the Soviet Union and China.

Since then the Y. A. R. has become more rei iant on the West. In 1970

North Yemen joined the IMF, the World Bank and the IDA. (l)

Saudi poi icies towards North Yemen under King Feisal were

predominantly aimed at preserving and enforcing this type of repub

l ican, tribal ist regime that provided a safe flank for Saudi Arabia.

Since the early 1970's, Saudi Arabia has committed itself to

providing substantial budgetary assistance to the Yemeni Republ ic

whi le at the same time continuing to play off the traditional tribes

and pay them generous subsidies. These tribes, with secure Saudi

backing, were able to considerably weaken the authority of the

central government which was mostly made up of merchants, intel lect

uals and high civi l servants.

Saudi Arabia has also had to face mounting tension between

North and South Yemen. This frequently led to the eruption of

serious fighting between the two states. The Saudis encouraged the

North Yemeni to invade the South and overthrow its "Communist regime.
"

The much weakened North Yemeni government, however, was unable to

VÌàge ìj a war with its southern neighbour. At the same time, it had to

take into account the presence of a number of poi iti cai forces i n

North Yemen that were aspiring to unite both countries under one

flag.

In October 1972 a peace agreement and another . agrèement. on even

tual unification were signed in Cairo. Despite several acts of

(l) Fred Hal I iday, Arabia without Sultans, Penguin, 1974# P- 149



terrorism and sabotage between the two countries, it was decided

in that same year that talks on unity would continue. Saudi

Arabia di d not encourage or favor this unity plan. It bel ieved

that the radical South could easi ly absorb the pol itical ly shaken

and torn North and that a Soviet-oriented united Yemen could con

stitute a major pol itical threat to Saudi Arabia's internal and

international stabi l ity.

During the 1971-1973 period of pol itical tension, the

Saudis increased their financial and occasional ly their mi l itary

support of the traditional tribes as we I I as of the exi led South

Yemeni groups, leaving the central government nearly isolated and

unable to control the ensuing chaotic situation.

During this period, Saudi Arabia did not wish to effect

ively participate in the economic development of North Yemen. It

only granted annual budgetary assistance amounting to merely 80

m i I I i on Saud i rials ($20 mi l l ion). (l) This aid was mainly aim

ed at preventing North Yemen from succumbing to generous Soviet

temptations. In its deal ings with North Yemen, Saudi Arabia

appeared for a whi le to be heavi ly rel i ant on the traditional

tribes i n order to exert pressure on the central government. Saudi

Arabia was furthermore quite distrustful of this succession of weak

civi 1 ian governments that were unable to carry out a clear cut poi icy

firmly al igned on its side.

By mi d 1974/ events in North Yemen began to take a new turn.

In June of that year, a bloodless coup took place in which a seven

(l) Fred Hal l iday, op. c i t.
, p. 120
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man mi l itary junta under the leadership of the pro-Saudi Colonel

Ibrahim al Hamdi took power. Al Hamdi promptly suspended the Con

stitution, the consultative body and the Yemeni National Union.

He l ater stated that the mi I itary coup had been necessary to remedy

economic and administrative chaos. The pol icy of the new govern

ment was stated to include openess to al I Arab states and did not

ultimately abandon the possibi l ity of unity with the South,

Saudi Arabia, which undoubtedly had a part in instal l ing

Al Hamdi and the mi l itary in power, promptly sought to support the

new regime and consol idate it. During the year 1975 there were

signs that the Y. A. R. was drawing close to the U. S. A and the Saudis

appeared satisfied with the new regime's pol itical options. Thus,

during the four years of Al Hamdi 's rule, Saudi Arabia committed

l arge sums of financial aid, largely devoted to the development of

the country. Saudi subventions to the tribes were reduced and more

support was given to Al Hamdi.

Saudi Arabia expected that Al Hamdi would reduce Soviet and

Chinese involvement in his country. In August 1975? King Khaled

gave the Y. A. R. a 810 mi I I ion Saudi rials loan ($ 273 mi I I ion) as a

budget and development project support. A year later, in Apri l 1976,

it was announced in Riyadh that Saudi Arabia would bear the expense

of re-equipping sections of the Yemeni army with U. S. weapons. In

response to this Saudi Iargesse President SI Hamdi decl ared that his

relations with the Soviet Union were "frozen" and that the Y. A. R.

had turned down offers of help with arms from the Soviet Union. (1)

(l) The Middle £ ast and North Africa 1978-79, London Europa Publ i

cations, p. 802, "North Yemen"
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Saudi program assistance was hence generously extended to

North Yemen. In 1975 $ 81 mi l l ion of the $ 273 mi l l ion grant given

by King Khaled was used to cover the budget deficit, (l) Saudi

Arabia also undertook to pay North Yemen's $ 10 mi I I ion debt to the

Netherland Bank. (2)

In early 1977/ fol lowing President Al Hamdi 's visit to

Saudi Arabia, a North Yemeni-Saudi Co-ordination Committee was

establ ished to discuss North Yemen financial problems and the

devel opment of the North Yemeni economy. At the meeting Saudi

Arabia decided to increase its annual aid to North Yemen by $ 17

mi l l ion in addition to the current level for arms purchases. (3)

Saudi project aid to North Yemen was particularly generous

during the Al Hàmdi period. It was mostly directed towards the

development of infrastructure rather than industry or agriculture.

Most óf the project assistance was disbursed through the Saudi

Development Fund and had to comply with the Fund's instructions as

regards the implementation of the projects, repayment of interest,

etc. It also happened that the Saudi government, without refering

to the SDF, undertook to finance whole projects on a purely bi-

Iatera I basis.

Of the first important loan ($ 273 mi I I ion) given to North

Yemen in 1975/ $ 140 mi l l ion were1 intended for the construction of

roads. (4) S audi Arabia has also undertaken to improve the North

(1) ARR, N° 15/ 1-15 August, 1975

(2) ARR, N° 3/ 1-15 February, 1976

(3) ARR, N° 2, 1-14 February, 1977

(4) ARR, N° 15, 1-15 August, 1975
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Yemen air faci l ities. The ^audi government financed the primary

work for the expansi on of Sanaa Airport to proper international

standards. In 1975/ the Director of the Nopth Yemen Civi l Aviation

Authority said that Saudi Arabia wog I d spend $4-5 to bui ld meteoro

logical stations at the airports of Sanaa, Taez and Hodeida. (l) In

March 1917, Saudi Arabia promised North Yemen a loan of $30 mi l l ion

to develop its technical aviation faci l ities. (2)

Saudi Arabia has also sought to promote North Yemen's elec

trical power and water projects. Of the $273 mi l l ion loan granted

in 1975/ $30 mi l l ion were al lpcatefJ for electrical projects. (3) In

1977 a $39 mi I I ion loan was extended for the construction of a water

system and an electrical project. (4) The Saudi Development Fund

al so promi sed to pay $25 mi l l ion to finance the second stage of an

electrification project in Hod^ida ; part of the cost was met by a

loan from the Arab Fund for Social and Economic Development. (5)

Saudi Arabia has also undertaken to finance elementary and

secondary schools and teacher training col leges, a§ wel l as hospi

tals and cl inics. For the first time, and outside the scope of its

program and project assistance, Saudi Arabia has decided to grant

technical assistance to North Yemen. It has thus bypassed the Arab

League technical assistance program and Fund and has provided 222

Saudi teachers and has paid the salaries of 754 Egyptian teachers. (6)

Unti l 1977/ the Saudis were wel l satisfied with developments

in North Yemen, both from the point of view of the country's internal

(1) ARR, N° 5/

(2) ARR, N° 13/

(3) ARR, N° 15,

(4) ARR, N° 13,

(5) ARR, N° 4/

(6) ARR /
N° 7/

1-15 March, 1975

1-15 July, 1977

1-15 August, 1975

1-15 July, 1977

15-28 February, 1977

1-15 Apri I, JL976
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pol icies and economic developments. In the middle of 1917, however,

the pol itical situation in North Yemen began to deteriorate with the

assassination of Qadi Abdul lah al Hajari ,
a prominant pro-Saudi North

Yemeni figure, who was Prime Minister from 1972 to 1974. This inci

dent provoked violent reactions from the traditional tribes who could

not hide their dissatisfaction at Al Hamdi 's continual attempts to in

creasingly central ise government power at the expense of the pol itical

position they once enjoyed. In October 1977 Al Hamdi was assassinated

and there has since been a great deal of speculation as to who was

responsible. At that point the situation in North Yemen became ex

ceedingly precarious. There were a series of successful and unsuccess

ful coup d'ttats and at the same time there was a growth in the threat

from the South,

The Saudis thus decided to become far more directly involved in

the Yemen than they had been in the past, if only to avoid a dangerous

radical isation of the regime.

Despite the unstable pol itical situation prevai l ing in North

Yemen after the assassination of President Al Hamdi, Saudi Arabia

stepped up development aid and went as far as financing arms purchases

from the U. S. A. and persuading the Yemenis to grant naval faci l ities

to the U. S. in order to guarantee pol itical stabi l ity in the area.

On December 1, 1977* at the International Development Conference,

which was attended by over 200 delegates representing governments and

institutions from the West, East and the Arab World, that gathered in

Sanaa to discuss North Yemen economic development, Saudi Arabia played
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a major role in securi ng the success of the Conference and con

vincing the international community of the stabi l ity of the country.

The Conference ended after a four day meeti ng, with a commit

ment to assist the country in implementing its Five Ye^rs Devel opment

Plan (1977 198l). Spiudi Arabia pledged to pay $571 mi l l ion of the

$3,630 mi l l ion total cost of the Plan. The Saudi Development Fund

is the major participant in the Plan, fol lowed by the Worl d Bank ;

the Arab Fund for Social and Economi c Deve Iopment ; and the Kuwait

Fund for Arab Economic Development, (l)

The Saudi Development Fund chairman, representing the Saudi

government at the Conference, announced that North Yemen topped the

SDF's most favored countries I ist. He also cai led on the industrial

ised countries of the0£CD to pul I their weight in assisting North

Yemen and not leave it completely to the Arab world. The chairman

said that the SDF could not lend more than 10% of its resources,

nor coul d it put up more than 50% of the cost of any one project.

"It would therefore be unreal istic,
" he impl ied "to expect Saudi

Arabia to shoulder the responsibi l ity for economic progress in

North Yemen alone. " (2)

(1) ARR, Nos. 21/22, 1-30 November, 1977

(2) The Middle East, January 1978, p. 29
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South Yemen

The People's Democratic Republ ic of Yemen l ies at the Southern

tip of the Arabian peninsula. Given that South Yemen territory in

cludes the islands of Perim, Kamaran and Socotra, the Republ ic is

capable of control I ing the entrance to the Red Sea. Thi s, in fact,

is her strategic importance in the area.

Since the withdrawal of the British in 1967 and the establ ish

ment of a radical pro-Soviet regime in South Yemen, Saudi Arabia has

done everything possible to destabi l ize and ultimately overthrow the

South Yemeni regime. To do so, Saudi Arabia has been constant Iy re

lying, on the North Yemen i traditional force s, as we I I as on South

Yemen i ex i Ies.

By : the early 1970's, Saudi Arabia has lost al I hopes for her

plans to topple the radical PDRY regime which was continuously

threatening Saudi Arabia's al ly in the peninsuI a : North Yemen. For

years, Saudi Arabia perceived the PDRY as an outpost of communist

influence which aspired to destabi l ize the entire Arabian peninsula.

As the various attempts to overthrow the South Yemeni leftist regime

have fai led, the Saudi s shifted by the mid-1970's to a new method,

that is uti l izing their enormous wealth to pay off the South Yemeni

regime instead of overthrowing it.

The PDRY regime from its part, has come to real ize that its

hopes . of"engulfing -the Arabian peninsula with a revoI utionary wave

were not about to material i ze. Despite al I its efforts, the PDRY

did not succeed in tarnishing "the image of the Saudi monarchy. On
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the contrary, the Kingdom's stature and influence in the Arab world

has grown constantly since the October war. Thus, with Egypt's

active support, and, to a lesser extent, that of Kuwait, diplomatic

relations were estabi ished in March 1976. Since then, it has

taken hardly a year for these relations to culminate in an official

bi lateral summit, The joint S^udi-South Yemeni communiqué, at the

close of PDRY President Rubay Al i 's visit to S^udi Arabia, stressed

the importance of resolving al l Arab differences through common and

constructive dialogue. Both countries also emphasized the need to

preserve peace in thp Red Sea and insulate the area from international

confI i cts. (1)

The South Yemeni rapprochement with Saudi Arabia was an in

dicati on that the moderate wing in the South Yemeni government wants

to fol lpw a more independent pol itical course, to counterbalance

Chinese and Soviet influence, to break its isolation in the Arab

world and to benefit from Saudi Arabia promised aid.

The rebel l ion in the Dhofar province was the main issue that

the Saudis wanted to resolve with South Yemen, They were particularly

resentful of the growing mul itary Iranian presence in Oman. At the

same time, they feared that in case of an Iranian withdrawal, the

Dhofari rebel l ion enjoying South Yemeni support might spi l l over,

crush the Omani sultanate and, consequently, destabi l ize the lower

Gulf region. The Yemeni regime equal ly resenting Iranian presence

near frontiers decided to cooperate with Saudi Arabia and cut off

(1) MEES, 15 August 1977
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support to the Dhofaris. Saudi Arabia responded to South Yemeni 's

overtures by promising generous "Financial assistance hoping to woo

the Yemeni regime from the Soviet camp,

Saudi Arabia has a I &o stirred Kuwait and the UAE to take part

in a $400 mi l l ion aid package which she intended to offer South

Yemen, (l)

Improved relations with Saudi Arabia led, in 1976, to talks

on aid for development projects. The principle scheme involved was

the Aden ref i nery in which Saudi Arabia agreed to provide one mi l l ion
< - -

tons of crude petroleum for processing in Aden. (1) She has even

suggested that she should bui ld a pipel ine across the desert to Aden

from its oi l fields near Dhahran. Such a pipel ine, which could be

over 1,600 km. long, would prvide major Arab exporters and particu-

1arIy Saudi Arabia, with an additional outlet (besides Yenbo) other

than the Gulf. (2)

In 1977, the Saudi Development Fund offered $ 20 mi l l ion for

electricity projects and also agreed on assistance for a housing

scheme in Al Mansoura.

However, , in November that year, relations between Saudi Arabia

and South Yemen deteriorated because of the South Yemeni support for

revoIut ionary Eth i op i a. Both cou ntr i es reca I I ed the i r ambassadors and

Saudi Arabia, as we I I as other Arab states, withdrew their aid offers.

Meanwhi le, the Eastern bloc countries appear to have increased support.

(1) see Peter Schwab, "Cold War on the Horn of Africa", African Affairs,

January 1977, P- 12

(2) The Middle East, February 1977/ p. 88
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Soma I i a

Somal ia, an al ly to the Soviet Union for 17 years, controls

the strategic outlet for the Red Sea and the Horn of Africa. Under

the leadership of President Syad Barre and the mi l itary junta in

power since 1969, Somal ia has engaged in an original social ist

experiment which has given encouraging economic results.

Thanks to Soviet mi l itary assistance, Somal ia had been able

to bui ld up the most powerful and best equipped army in Africa.

This natural ly al l owed the Som^l is to cherish the hope of reuniting

the Somal i-inhabited Ogaden province and North Kenya under one rule

and thus bui ld up the "great Somal ia". However, when the Soviets

began to make precise overtures to the revoI utionary regime in

Ethiopi a, the Somal i government waited to assert its independence

from the Soviet Union, at least in matters related to Somal ia's

regional pol icy. This partial ly explains Somal ia's estrangement

with the Soviet Union and its subsequent rapprochement ( in early

1974) with the Arab states.

With a Moslem dominated popuI ation, Soma I ia has always had

strong ties with the Arab states and has embraced their pol itical

causes. But the success of the Arab arms in the October war and

the emerging financial power of the Arab oi l producers clearly

enhanced the attraction of being an Arab. The Arab states have

responded favourably to the Somal i gesture and endorsed Somal ia's

entry to the League of Arab states and its affi l i ated agencies.
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They furthermore promised Somal ia $ 100 mi l l ion in economic assistance

for the drought emergency.

The promise of this financial Arab assistance opened the way

in front of Somal ia for further Arab aid being channel led into

the country. For a whi le, it appeared as if the Somal i government

had made a choice on relying increasingly on its Arab connection

whi le minimizing its dependence on the Soviet Union. According to

Radio Mogadiscio : "This gift cleared away the fog from many things

.. . . we know now on which side our bread is buttered. " (l)

Saudi Arabi a, whose importance as a regional power was once

more confirmed after ; the October war, sought to take the Ifead in

seizing the opportunity of Somal ia's overture, hoping that she would

ultimately draw it into the Western camp. Mistrustful of Somal ia's

Russian connection, shunning its official "Scientific Social ism"

and its suspected anti-re I igious impl ications, Saudi Arabia nevertle-

less supported Somal i a's entry to the Arab League and promised to

grant substantial financial assistance.

Saudi Arabia's pol icy towards Somal ia was mainly aimed at de-

radical izing the regime internal ly, drawing it closer to the Arab

conservative al I iance and further away from Radical Arab regimes,

such as Libya, Iraq and South Yemen.

Saudi financial assistance to Somal ia has been scarce and

disproportionate to the generous aid it promised to grant. In 1976,

(l) "The Democratic Republ ic of Somal ia", in Africa Contemporary
Record 1975-76, edited by Col in Legum, Rex Col l ings, London, 1976
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Saudi Arabia pledged $400 mi l l ion "to be made avai l able to the Somal i

government on condition that al l traces of Soviet influence be

el iminated, (l) Saudi Arabi a also offered to finance the purchase

of arms.

The United States, however, were reluctant to encourage a

total Saudi involvement in Somal i^. Al l the more, they were not

particularly keen on Soviet naval pul l-out from Berbera as the

Saudis real ly wish. The U. S. in fact, wanted to use Soviet pre

sence in Somal ia to justify its devel opment of a major naval base

jn Diego Garcia in the Indian Ocean. (2)

Thus, unable to enjoy fui I U. S. support for its Somal i

initiative, Saudi Arabi a seems to have restricted its aid commit

ment as wel l
.

Financial assistance consisted mostly of an emergency

grant of$ 15 mi I I ion on account of the 1975 drought and for the re

settlement of Nomads. In addition to that, Saudi Arabia has given

a $ 10 mi l l ion gift for the construction of a mosque in Mogadisci o, (3)

and has contributed to the $ 100 mi l l i on Arab League loan to Somal ia.

In l ate 1977/ however, and with the expending activities of the

Saudi Development Fund, Somal ia was promised a $70 mi l l ion loan for

financing the $ 150 mi l l ion sugar project at Gel ib in Juta to which

both Saudi Fund and AFSED are contributing (4)

.. . - 1

(1) The Middle East, January 1977/ p. 121

(2) see John Spencer, "A reassessment of Ethiopian Somal i confl ict",
in Horn of Africa, No. 3 July-September 1978/ P« 28

(3) The Middle East, February 1977

(4) ARR, No. 21-22, 1-30 November 1977
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The Republ ic of'Djibouti

In the context of Saudi Arabia's hegemonic pol icy in the

Red Sea area, the tiny French colony (which is also known as the

French territory of the Afars and Issas) was no exception in the

strategy of drawing the pol itical regimes of the area into its own

sphere of influence, thus encouraging them to move closer to thè

West.

Soon after the French withdrawal in June 1977, Saudi Arabia

showed a marked concern for Djibouti 's pol itical future. It firmly

supported the independence of Dj ibouti and i ts entry in the League

of Arab States. In view of the given configuration of interests

in the Horn of Africa, no solution other than independence was pos

sible. Saudi Arabia in fact feared that short of independence

Djibouti, with her persistent tribal and ethnic tensions, might

easi ly be swal lowed up by its more powerful neighbors - Ethiopia

and Somal ia - and that consequently Djibouti might provide an

additional battleground for Somal i-Ethiopian rivalries. Saudi

Arabia also feared that the Adeni scenario of 1967 might be repeat

ed in Djibouti, that is, that the régime might undergo rapid radical

isation after the withdrawal of the colonizer. If Aden and Djibouti

were to be control led by the Soviet, they cou l.d in a war situation

block the shipment of oi I through the Red Sea.

Saudi Arabia was also concerned with the possible col lapse

of the £ritrean resistance which would enhance the Soviet Union's

position in the Red Sea. Likewise Ethiopia, with direct access
"
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to the Sea through the Eritrean province, would be less dependent

on Djibouti 's port and rai lroad for the transportation of goods

and ammunitions and would hence be capable of playing a greater

role in the Horn of Africa, at times threatening Somal ia, at others

intervening in Djibouti.

For these reasons the Saudis are particularly keen on con

trol I ing Dj ibouti 's future and on preventing this vulnerable, newly

independent enclave from fal l ing into the radical camp. Djibouti

thus appears to be more a pol itical than a mi l itary or economic

problem for Saudi Arabia.

The maintenance of the French mi I itary presence in Dj ibouti

to keep order internal ly and to protect the frontiers has instigated

Saudi Arabia to intervene more rapidly in Djibouti through massive

financial assistance in order to secure the economic viabi l ity of

this mini state. Lacking the mi l itary muscle which this time is

being provided by the French presence, Saudi Arabia has, more than

anywhere else in the region, the fui I freedom to use its f inancial

wealth in order to play a more pronounced, almost undisturbed pol i

tical role in the Horn of Africa. Saudi Arabia is primari ly working

at consol idating the moderate régime of President Hassan Gouled,

and together with other Arab states, at seeking to promote Dj ibouti 's

international position.

Djibouti 's economy, as inherited by the French who aimed to

promote Djibouti as a service station of the Red Sea, has been mi ldly
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reformed by the present government which is even more ambitious and

sees Djibouti as the Hong Kong of the Red Sea. Al I that natural ly

does not contradict Saudi pol icy towards Djibouti, Saudi Arabia

has undertaken to promote the "domestic tranqui l ìty" (l) of the

territory through generous financial assistance. In early 1978

Saudi Arabia signed an agreement with Djibouti, giving it a gift

of $60 mi l l ion to be spent on health, education, agriculture, hous

ing, telecommunications, etc. (see Tab I e 2 ). As mentioned in the

agreement, a delegate of the Saudi government i s to stay i.n

Dj ibouti to supervise the implementation of the agreement and a

representative from Djibouti is to go to Riyadh to carry on further

talks regarding economic col laboration in the future.

The Saudis have also promised a further grant of $ 10 mi l l ion

(2) and besides this budget assistance, they have undertaken to

bui ld mosques, schools, etc. but so far have not participated in

specific development projects. Saudi aid to Dj ibouti wi l l undoubt

edly continue, intermittently but surely, so as to keep this newly

independent country economical ly afloat and wel l in the conservative

Arab al i gnment.

(1) James Fitzgeral d, "Djibouti : a Petrodol lar Protectorate?" in

Horn of Africa. October-December, 1978, p. 24

(2) Marchés Mediterranéens et Tropicaux, 5 Mai, 1978, pp. 12-15
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Tab I e 2

Projects financed by Saudi Arabia for D. i ibouti

(in thousands of dol lars)

Electrical power 4000

Aviation faci l ities 2000

Cold stores 1800

Telecommunications 4500

Housing 5000

Roads
(

500

Agriculture 5000

Water projects 900

Administrative equipment l800

Pubi ic Health 6400

Teaching and Arabization 14000

Others 13000

TOTAL 58,900

Source : Jacques LatrémoI ière, "Djibouti et l 'Economie de Service,
Marchés Tropicaux et Mediterranéens. 20 October 1978,
p. 2766'
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KUWAIT

(Reg ional position and foreign pol icy)

In its actual physical size, Kuwait is by al l standards a smal l

country. Smal l as it may appear and with a smal l population, Kuwait

is no longer considered an artificial creation of the oi l boom.

Rather, one is more l ikely to insist on the "affluent society" that

has developed in Kuwait, and on the sophisticated administrative and

financial apparatus which this emerging mini-state has been able to

equip itself with, in 25 years, Kuwait has establ ished adequate and

highly efficient financial institutions in order to manage its ever

increasing oi l revenues and to diversify the use of oi l capital .

Kuwait's per capita income is the highest in the world. It

is a capital surplus country with a high propensity to save.

Given this situation of Kuwait as a smal l nation with con

siderable financial and economic impact, when viewed within the

region, its position becomes even more powerful and significant.

Despite its important financial position in the Middle East

and Gulf area, among other oi l-rich states as wel l
,
Kuwait has been

unable to adopt an articulated and fairly dynamic foreign pol icy in

the region. Since its independence in 1961,. Kuwait has managed to

be on "fairly good terms" with al l Arab countries by granting sub

stantial financial assistance to al l Arab regimes indiscriminately,

regardless of their pol itical orientation.
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General ly speaking, Kuwait's fore i gn po I i cy and, ,
to a lesser

extent, its oi l pol icy have been predominantly adopted according

to and in accommodation with Saudi Arabia, which basical ly means

sol idarity with the "North" and Western world, and a regional pol icy

aimed at keeping the poorer Arab countries in a doci le pol itical

cl imate under Saudi Western hegemony. Unl ike Saudi Arabia which

seeks, through the use of its oi l revenues, to entertain a "cl ientèle"

relationship between her and the recipient Arab countries, particu

larly Egypt, Sudan and North Yemen, Kuwait's relations with these

countries are directed towards strengthening the "moderate" regimes

in these states whi le keeping them in a strong economic position

so that these countries would provide a profitable ground for Kuwaiti

private investors and businessmen.

To date, Kuwait has never elaborated a clear-cut pol icy in the

Horn of Africa/ Red Sea region. It did not participate at the re

gional conferences for the security of the Red Sea, though has al

ways kept a watchful eye on recent development in the region. Kuwait

is mainly concerned at keeping the freedom of navigation in the Red

Sea and through the Suez Canal. Like Saudi Arabia, but with less

fervour, Kuwait is also interested in a reduction of Soviet influence

in the Horn of Africa.

(Characteristics of Kuwaiti economic assistance)

Financial economic assistance has been the main tool Kuwait has

used since its independence to implement its foreign pol icy or, rather
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a less ambitious task, to make itself worthwhi le to the neighbouring

Arab states who were somehow reluctant to accept thi s dwarf state

with huge, incompatible wealth. "Kuwait", to use Sol iman Demir's

words, "can justify her survival as a pol itical entity in this age

of regional international ism only by serving effectively and im

partial ly as a distributor of economic aid to her neighbours", (l)

Kuwaiti aid thus obviously remains a means for winning friends,

whi le trying to al lay fears about security.

Dr. Wal l distinguishes fear motives as opposed to greed

motives behind a country's pol icy of dispensing aid to other

countries. (2) Fear motives can be true in the case of Kuwait

to justify its independence as a state, especi al ly considering

that neighbours l ike Iraq feel that Kuwait should be part of their

territory and the motives of the Iraqis are not purely national i-

stic but more economic and pol itical : to get access to Kuwait's

oi l fields and to extend their influence in the Gulf area. A

significant event in Kuwaiti history has been the establ ishment

of the Kuwait Fund for Arab Economic Development, now a model

for Arab aid funds which was after al l set up shortly after Iraq's

territorial claims over Kuwait in 1961.

The share which Kuwait extends on economic assistance is

unequaled by any other donor, a I ittle less than 10% of its na

tional income annual ly.

(1) Sol iman Demir, The Kuwait Fund for Arab Economic Development,

New York, Praeger, 1976, p. 5

(2) D. Wal l, "The Charity of Nations : The Pol itical Economy of

Foreign Aid", New York, Basic Books, 1973
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Before 1973/ when the country had a much smal ler i ncome than

it has now, Kuwait disbursed aid total l ing $1,15 bi l l ion, (l) Since

1967, and in keeping with the resolution taken at the Khartoum

summit conference
/ a great part of the money went to fi nance the

war effort against Israel to the front l ine states Egypt, Syria and

Jordan.

Between 1973-1976, aid disbursed total led $ 2.15 bi l l ion

(against $3.16 b i I I i on coroni i tted), and in 1977 al one di sbursements

were $ 1 bi l l ion ($ 1,3 bi l l ion comm itted). (2)

The Arab Middle East has long counted on either Soviet or

U. S. aid. The emergence of the oi I rich Gulf states as generous

providers of aid has created a sort of middle force that has had

a positive impact towards greater balance in the region. For the

Ar*ab world, Kuwait has earned without doubt a place among lending

powers.

At the same time, Kuwait has been generously contributing to

the regional institutions - mainly the Arab League and affi l iated

agencies. In 1968, Kuwait was a major force behind the establ ish

ment of the Arab Fund for Social and Economic Development (AFESD)

which operates along the Kuwait Fund organizational pattern. The

I nter-Arab Investment Guarantee Corporation, a scheme for guaran

teeing Arab investments in the Arab Countries, was another initia-

(1) Financial Times Survey on Kuwait, 26 February 1979

(2) Financial Times Survey on Kuwait, 26 February 1979 (figures
based on 0£CD statistics)
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tive of Kuwait on the regional financial level, (l)

Since the 1973-74 oi l price rise, Kuwait became further in

volved in multi lateral institutions extending aid to Africa and

the Third World such as the Arab Bank for Economic Development in

Africa (ABEDA), the OPEC special fund, the Islamic Development Fund,

etc.

To enhance its pol itical and economic position international ly,

Kuwait has contributed since 1974 to the funds of the World Bank

and various U. N« agencies. In 1975/ the Kuwaiti government announced

that it would raise its share in the International Monetary Fund

from $65 mi l l ion to $235 mi l l ion in order to obtai n more voting in

the organization. (2) According to the l ist presented by the Kuwaiti

Ministry of Finance, capital subscription to multi lateral organiza

tion between 1962 and 1977 amounted to $1.68 bi I I ion. (3)

The Kuwaiti government, however, under pressure from the

National Assembly, has become less favourable to generous contri

butions to international organizations. On several occasions,

Kuwaiti officials have stressed their preference with regards the

use of oi l revenues. According to these officials, priority would

go to the development of the national economy (4) /
then to the

development of the Arab countries, fol lowed by that of the countries

in the Third World
,

and final ly, part of the oi l revenues wi l l go

(1) See Demir Sol iman, op. cit.
, pp. 58-59

(2) Arab Report and Record, 1 June 1975

(3) Financial Times Survey on Kuwait, 26 February 1979

(4) Kuwait's growing concern about the eventual exhaustion of oi l

wealth has led to the setting up in 1976 of the Special Fund for

the coming generations with U. S. $3 bi l l ion capital .

(see Financial Times Survey on Kuwait banking and finance, 4-10.78)
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as investments in the Western world, whi le a sti l l smal l part wi l l

go as contribution to internationaI organizations. (l)

In 1974/ the Kuwaiti government decided the fol lowing al loca

tion of oi l funds :

7O/o for the national economy and the development of

the Arab countries

30% for investments in the Western economies.

In 1975/ some modifications were introduced in the al location

of funds :

50% for the national economy

25% for devel opment of the Arab countries

25% for the developing countries of the Third World.

Only the remaining unimportant portion was reserved

for investment in the Western economies. (2)

These budget provisions, however, do not match real ity. In

deed, the flow of capital to Western countries was, in 1974/75/

considerably greater than that to Arab countries. There is here

a contradiction between implementing a pol icy giving priority to

channel l ing oi l funds towards the development of the ^rab region

and the existing interwoven relations of the Kuwaiti banking and

financial institutions with the Western financial system. It

would obviously take some time including compl icated procedures

(1) Financial Times, 24 March 1975

(2) Pierre Judet, "Les investÌssements pétrol iers dans I 'industri e

européenne et les operations trianguI aires en direction du

Tiers Monde", Paris, Institute de Recherche Economique et de

PI anification, November 1975/ P» 20
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for the natural flow of capital from London and New York to be di

verted towards Cairo, Africa and the Indian Ocean, (l)

Besides the present interwoven relations between the Kuwaiti

financial system and the Western financial system, one must also

consider the real amalgamation existing between the state financial

bodies and private establ ishments. Despite the fact that Kuwait is

usual ly referred to as being efficient and sophisticated in managing

its oi l revenues - as compared with other oi l-rich Gulf states, it

is at times difficult to make a definite distinction between pri

vate and publ ic funds. Thus, because of the two factors mentioned

above, Kuwaiti economic assistance tends to be characterized by a

high investment content and businessl ike practices which are less

apparent among other donors.

R. Al Mal lakh gi ves another explanation to the business

oriented approach to aid giving. Kuwait is international ly minded

thriving on free trade. Economic activities in pre-oi l times con

sisted mainly of trade with the Arab states and particul arly Persia

and the Indian subcontinent. This mercanti le entrepreneuria I apti

tude marks the Kuwaitis as distinct from their neighbours in the

Gulf. (2)

In the area of aid giving, Kuwait, through its fund, whose

role wi l l be explained further down, tries not only to give aid

in exchange for pol itical goodwi l l and support, but also tries to

(1) Pierre Judet, op. cit.
, p. 20

(2) R. £ 1 Mal lakh, Economic Development and Regional Cooperation

in Kuwa i t, Chicago, Chicago University Press, 1968, p. 12
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turn aid giving into a business that is financial ly profitable to

donor and recipient al ike.

(Organization of Kuwaiti Aid)

In Kuwait, as in other Arab aid countries, the Ministry of

Finance is responsible for the largest share of disbursements.

Three methods are used in extending aid :

1) The institutionaI ization of Kuwaiti economic assistance

initiated in December 1961 with the Kuwait Fund for Arab

Economic Development (KFAED) ;

2) Loans granted through the State Reserves ;

3) The General Authority for Arabian Gulf and South Arabian

States founded in 1962 under a different name.

1. KFAED. It can be establ ished with no doubt that the creation

of the Kuwait Fund, which came as we have seen above, a few months

after Kuwait acquired independence, via a poI i t i caI act. To use

R. Stephens' words : "To show the world and the Arab countries in

particular that Kuwait is a responsible member of the international

community and ready to use its new wealth to help those in need", (l)

Of al I the Kuwaiti aid efforts, the KFAED has been the most

firmly grounded and the fastest growing. It has also become the

most influential assistance agency within Kuwait and in the region.

The object i ve of the Fund is to contribute to the economic devel op-

(l) R. Stephens, The Arab's New Frontiers, London, Temple Smith,

1973, p. 46
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ment of the region through the extension of short, medium and long

range loans and the provision of guarantees.

The organ i zat i on of the Kuwait Fund fol lows the general I ines

of the World Bank in businessl ike procedures, careful financing and

project lending. In its 25 years of operation, the Fund concentrated

on project approach and fol lowed the method of operation of the

World Bank of the 1960s regarding priorities attached to different

projects and methods used in project appraisal. Such methods of

project appraisal tend to favour infrastructure and power project, (l)

SECTORAL AND GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF FUND LOANS

(1.1.1962 - 30.6.1978)
(Mi I 1 ion KD)

Country Groups

Arab Countries

African Countri es

Asian Countr i es

Other Countries

Tota 1

%

Agr i cu 1 ture

and Primary
Sectors

69,610

13,310

12,200

1,200

96,320

19.7

Transport,
Commun i ca

tions and

Storage

125,930

21,100

8.800

1,130

156,960

32.0

E1ectr i c i ty

64,890

13,470

58.700

137,060

28.0

1ndustry

78,617

4,500

16,345

99,462

20.3

Tota 1

339,077

52,380

96,045

2,330

489,832

100.0

%

69- 2

10.7

19.6

0.5

100.0

Source : Kuwait Fund for Arab Economic Development, 16th Annual Report
1977-1978, p. 58

( 1 ) For further deta Ì Is on this i ssue, see Dem i r So I iman, op. cit. pp. 50-51
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Soc i a I pro. i ects l ike education and fami ly-planning are not

considered by the Fund. Kuwait officials
/ as a matter of fact,

are somewhat reluctant to venture into such fields.

The financial aspects of the appraisal poi icy "require the

l inking of a credit to one specific project. The scheme must be

profitable and revenue-yei 1ding as wel l", (l) The total amount

which can be advanced must not exceed 50% of the foreign exchange

requirements of any project and 10% of the authori zed fund capital.

Throughout the loan period, the Fund is to receive progress re

ports and its representatives have the right to inspect the

project. (2)

The terms of the l oans range between 1.5% to 4% interest,

between three and five years as grace periods and between 19 and

34 years for final maturities. (3) General ly speaking, both rates

of interest and maturity period for the Fund's loans are more

favourable than those given by the World Bank (7.5% interest) or

any other international lending institution.

According to Article 14 of the Charter, the Fund is sup

posed to give economic assistance in Kuwaiti Dinars on the basis

of its goid parity. In practice, however, the Fund seldom dis

penses its assistance in Kuwaiti Dinars since in most cases the

(1) R. £ 1 Mai lakh, 1968, op. cit.
, p. 185

(2) See Demir Sol iman, op. cit.
, pp. 12-13

(3) KFA£D 16th Annual Report, 1977-78, p. 13
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borrower is interested in other currencies, such as U. S. dol I ars,

French francs or German marks. Such currencies faci l itate the

payment for equipment bought from these industria I ized countries.

This indicates a pol icy of not financing or encouraging local

expenditure in the projects in which the Fund is involved.

Another financial factor is the guarantee assumed by the

borrower that al l Fund assets and income are fee from any mea

sures of national ization.

The Fund participates in rel atively large projects which

have other sources of bi lateral and multi lateral financing, for

example World Bank loans, U. S. AID loans, as wel l as Arab finan

cial contributions.

Although the Fund's operations consist mainly of giving

loans to development projects, it has also been involved in

technical assistance. This includes types of assistance asso

ciated with an investment undertaking, such as pre-investment

surveys which lead later to direct investments in the form of

loans and those which are not rel ated to direct investments.

The Fund al so renders important services to Arab countries,

to help them initiate contacts with international development

agencies, and to q i ve adv i ce on technical matters such as the

establ ishment of local development banks. In other instances,

the Fund has entered into the field of negotiating reciprocal

trade agreements.
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According to the law which sets it up, the Fund is to be

admi n Ì stered by a board of directors under the chairmanship of the

Minister of Finance, although it enjoys a considerable degree of .

independence when compared with other financial state bodies. The

Secretary General of the Kuwait Fund, Dr. Al Hamad, l ists the ad

vantages of this scheme as an organizational device in foreign aid

adm i n i strat ion :

- The Kuwait Fund autonomous status has rel ieved the aid ad

ministration from going periodical ly before a not always enthusia

stic National Assembly for approval of loans.

- It has al lowed for the participation of the private as wel l

as the publ ic sector through a composite board of directors, where

five out of the eight members are prominent businessmen. This has

led to the adoption of a businessl ike style free from routine re-

str i et i ons. (1)

2. Aside from the activities of the KFAED, the Kuwaiti government

has fol lowed a pol icy of extending more direct pol itical aid through

the state reserves.

As with KFAED loans, the state reserves credits are widely

spread throughout the Arab world, though in that case, more pol i~

ticaI factors are involved.

The state reserve loans have been the most extensive and

least institutional ized. The loans have been largely extended

(l) See Al Hamad, Bi lateral Development Aid : The View from the

Kuwait Fund. Kuwait, KFAED, . 1974/ p. 10
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for bal ance of payments requirements and are designed to meet the

pressing capital needs of countries in the area.

The National Assemb I y, before its dissolution in Summer 1976,

was to ratify al l state reserves l oan agreements though not KFAED

commitments. Thus pol itical considerations are prominent.

3. The third channel for Kuwaiti aid rarely gets pubi icised but

is wel l known in the states where it operates. The General

Authority for Arabian Gulf and South Arabian States was founded

in 19Ó2 under a different name. Original ly, it was designed to

assist the Trucial Gulf states ; it now also covers Bahrain, Oman,

North and South Yemen and the Southern region of Sudan.

The GAAGSAS has fol l owed a dual approach to devel opment

effort for the area. One is of a short-term nature to deal with

problems of health and i l l iteracy. The Authority has indeed

financed and provided staff for, and in most cases, run about

120 schools, several teacher's training institutes, 10 hospitals,

about 20 health cl inics and the entire University of Sanaa in

North Yemen, (l) The second programme consists of large range

measures for the assessment of the economic potentials of the .

area, i . e. financing resource surveys / soi l analysis, evaluation

and development of water resources. (2)

(1) Figures taken from Financial Times Survey on Kuwait,
26 February 1979

(2) See R. El Ma I I akh, 1968, op. cit,
, pp. 208-210
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The Authority's board is composed of the under secretaries

of the concerned Kuwaiti ministries as wel l as the Director

General of the KFA£D and is chaired by the Minister of Foreign

Affairs. Its budget, contributed by the Kuwaiti government,

amounted in 1977 to 12 mi I I ion KD, (l)

(Kuwaiti aid to Red Sea Countries)

Unl ike Saudi Arabia, Kuwait does not have hegemonic pre

tensions regarding the countries of the regi on. As demonstrated

earl ier, ' since its independence Kuwait has sought to win accep

tance from its more powerful neighbours»

Later, after the oi l boom in 1973 and having been confirmed

in its role as a regional financial power, Kgwait also sought to

expand its economic and financial activities throughout the Arab

regi on. To do so, it first had to ensure that it was treating

with "friendly al l ies". Aid flows in the form of grants from the

state reserves or l oans from the KFAED to contribute to the eco

nomic development of these countries were thus a prelude to pro

fitable Kuwaiti investments in poorer Arab countries and, in .

particular, in Egypt, Sudan and Jordan.

Kuwait's poi icy of aid to the countries of the region tends

to fol low the Saudi model ; that is, Kuwaiti aid flows either from

(l) Financial Times Survey on Kuwait, 26 February 1979
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the state reserves or through the Kuwait Fund, are l ikely to be con

centrated in countries where Saudi Arabia has had a previous finan

cial engagement.

Kuwaiti interests in the Red Sea/ Horn of Africa region first

became apparént in 1973 fol lowing the oi l price rise. This made

it clear how important it was to re-open the Suez Canal as an in-

ternational waterway for the shipment of oi l and refined products

from the Gulf states to Europe. The October war and the ensuing

oi l price rise al so marked an Arab rapprochement wi th Afr i ca,

Kuwaiti official s and bùsi nessmen sought to take advantage of this

to consol idate their pol itical and, more especial ly, their econo

mic l inks with Arab-African countries such as Egypt and the Sudan,

Their aim was clearly to win access to further business opportuni

ties on the African continent. Among the countries of the region

where Kuwait has been a major aid donor, Egypt, Jordan and Sudan

are considered to be the most privi leged recipients of economic

assistance and investment.

a

Egypt and Jordan, as front I ine states, had been entitled

ever since 1967 "bo generous pledges of financial assistance in

compensation for the closure of the Suez Canal and in Jordan's

case, in compensation for the l oss of the West Bank. After the

October war and in conformity with the resolutions adopted at the

Rabat Arab summit in 1974/ Kuwaiti assistance was designed to con

tribute to the war effort and the reconstruction programme in

course in Egypt. These financial transfers came from the state's
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reserves fol lowing approval by the National Assembly. They were

immediately channel led to the treasury of the recipient country.

Project loans from the Kuwait Fund continued to be granted

on very advantageous terms despi te the fact that the Fund's

operations decl ined significantly between X967 to 1969. This ob 

viously did not mean that the needs of Arab development had sud

denly diminished or that they were met by other means. Rather,

"the Kuwait government felt that both pol itical ly and financial ly

tere was no longer a real urgent need to finance development pro

jects through the Fund, knowing that the Kuwait government had

m^de commitments at the Khartoum Arab summit in August 19Ó7 to

generous yearly subsidies to the front l ine states, (l) One may

also add in this respect, in the case of Egypt in particul ar, and

prior to the October war, the Kuwaitis were rather reluctant to

invest and contribute to the economic development of countries

whose pol itical future l ooked uncertain and whose state-control led

economy was not particul arly appeal ing to the l iberal ly business

m i nded Kuwa i t i s.

Most of these financi al transfers from the state reserves

were subject to the approval of the National Assembly which, in

some instances, blocked aid fl ows. One such case occurred fol

lowing the civi l war in Jordan in 1970-71 when King Hussein's

forces crushed the Palestinians. On this occasion, the Kuwaiti

(l) See Demir Sol iman, op. cit. , p. 44
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government came under pressure from the National Assembly to sus

pend its subsidy to Jordan which had been in operation ever since

the Khartoum summit conference in 1967. The Kuwaiti Fund, however,

not subject to the National Assembly control
,
continued and even

increased its aid commitment to Jordan, (l)

- During the October war in. 197.3/ and with strong support from

the National Assembly, the Kuwaiti government contributed $700 mi I I ion

in arms to Egypt. It also gave an unspecified sum (unconfirmed re

ports pI ace the amount at $ 175 mi l l ion) for speci al econom i c ass i s-

tance, Since then, another $ 150 mi l l ion has been given towards

Egypt's war effort and for the reconstruction programme, (l)

In 1976, after Presi dent Sadat's tour in the Gulf states,

reports confirmed that Kuwait has agreed to give Egypt between

$ 150 mi l l ion and $ 200 mi l l ion. (2)

In addition to this programme assistance from Kuwait's state

reserves which was designed to rei ieve Egypt's accumul ated debts

and solve its bal ance of payments probi ems, .
Kuwait has al so pro

vided special financial faci l ities. ;
The Kuwaiti Centra I Bank has

deposited substantial sums of money with the Egyptian, Centra I Bank

at an interest rate 1% bel ow the current rate on international

markets. These bank deposits which in 1978 amounted to $ 1 bi l l ion,

were aimed to provide much needed foreign currency and guarantee

(1) see Ahmed, op. cit,
, p. 109-110

(2) ARR, n. 4/ 15-29 February 1976
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the commercial transactions of Kuwaiti entrepreneurs and business

men.

The Kuwaiti government has, on the other hand, agreed to

postpone for two years the repayment by Egypt of l oans total I ing

more than $ 110 mi l l ion. Repayment of loans which were contracted in

1963-65, would resume at the end of 1978. (l)

These financial operations would not have been possible had

the Kuwaitis not assured themselves first that the pol itical orien 

tation of the Egyptian regime was in l ine with their own pol itical

aspirations for the region.

Kuwaiti government financial intervention in the Egyptian

economy was also evident in the i nvestment field. The Kuwaiti

government, uni ike other Arab donors, has not granted aid to be

spend on the development of specific sectors of the economy such

as industry and housing. Rather, it encouraged and sought the

formation of
.joint ventures with the participati on of the Egyptian

government and Egyptian business. These joint ventures were in

tended tp stimulate the Egyptian private sector and to bring in

Western technology.

A start on planning this sort of operation was made in

February 1974» A Kuwaiti delegation representing private sector

firms, visited Cairo to establ ish a $ 25 mi l l ion
.
joint investment

company to carry out investment projects in Egypt. The company

(1) ARR, No. 19, 1-15 October 1976
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had as its objectives the investigation of investment opportunities,

participati on in development projects, management of industrial

establ ishments and the marketing of their products.

A communiqué issued at the end of the Egyptian Prime Minister's

visit to Kuwait in December 1974 stated that Kuwait had agreed to

finance $1,300 mi l l ion worth of i ndu str i a I
, housing and other pro

jects. (l) These other projects in the investment package included

glass and paper factories, a urea ferti l izer factory, a cement

plant at Helwan, a fish development scheme on Lake Nasser and I ive-

stock development projects. (2)

One j o i nt project of particular interest was the. estabI Ìshment

of gl ass manufacturing. This wi l l be financed by Kuwait at an esti

mated cost of $ 150 m i I I i on and wi l l use Wèstern teehoIogy, name Iy

the British Pi lkington float process» The plant wi l l produce mostly

for Egyptian domestic consumption. It does, however, have potenti al,

for expansion onto wider Arab markets. This form of tripartite co

operation is Kuwait's settled poi icy. (3)

The Housing Programme which the Kuwaiti government was keen

to promote soon after the October war, consists of a $400 mi I I i on'

project for the construction of low-cost housing in Egypt. According

to the conditions of the project. ,
in return for its investment, the

Kuwaiti government wi I I receive areas of city real estate in Cairo

(1)

(2)

(3)

see. Ahmad, op. cit.
, p.

see Ahmad, op. cit.
, p.

see P. Judet, op. cit.
.

110

109-110

p. 101
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in need of urban renewal . These it wi l l then develop as owners on

a commercial basis. A joint company, the Kuwaiti Egyptian Real

Estate Company, set up in March 1974, is to undertake projects

worth up to $500 mi l l ion, (l) In Cairo, the joint venture is to

bui ld a block of flats whi le the Kuwaiti partner is committed to

put $ 200 mi l l ion for 15/000 unit low income housing. In Alexandria

the venture has undertaken to bui ld two blocks of flats and a 250

room hotel, (2) One should also consider a further housing project

in the Canal zone to which three Arab oi l states, including Kuwait,

have each contributed $ 100 mi l l ion. (3) These grants were al located

for the contruction of new cities in the Canal area, which wi l l

each take the name of the ruler of the donor country.

These Kuwaiti financial operations including government in

vestments in the private sector and the formation of joint ventures,

were i ntended to finance devel opment projects in order to strengthen

the economy and orient it in a "I i bera I" direction.

Apart from this "seed money" injected into the Egyptian

economy, Kuwait has generously contributed through the KFAED to

three main i nfrastructure projects rel ated to the enlargement of

the Suez Canal and the construction of pipel ines in the Canal zone.

The significance of the Suez Canal to Kuwait can be explained

by the fact that Kuwait has contributed more than any other country

to the traffic through the Canal primari ly with shipments of crude

oi l and petroleum products. Before the closure of the Canal in

1967/ Kuwait's share was one-third of the total traffic. This in-
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eluded almost al l of Kuwaiti oi l shipped to Europe.

During the eight years' closure of the Suez Canal
,

theré was

a constant trend towards the contruction of I arger and I arger "super

tankers" which, because of their size, were forced to bypass the

Canal and to take the sea route round South Africa. When the Canal

was reopened in 1975, it was unable to accommodate these very large

super-tankers. In such circumstances, there emerged the need to

enlarge and deepen the Canal in order to maintain its position as

an international trade route.

Kuwait was one of the first countries to subscribe generously

to the improvement of the Canal .
Back in 1964, the KFAED concluded

an agreement with the Suez Canal Authority for a loan of over

$ 27 mi l l ion to partial ly finance an overal l improvement project and

to enlarge the harbour at Port Said, (l) Later in 1974* the KFAED

joined forces with other national and multinational regional funds

as wel l as international financial agencies and granted $ 20.7 mi l l ion

for the first phase of the programme to widen and deepen the Canal . (2)

A third loan of six mi l l ion Kuwaiti Dinars (KD) was granted

in early 1978 for the second phase of the project. (3) Once the

project is completed, it is expected to enhance the Canal 's role

in handl ing an increasing volume of traffic. This especial ly con

cerns the tanker fleet moving Middle East oi l in which Kuwait has a

(1) Al Mal lakh, op. cit.
, p. 175

(2) MEED special report on Egypt, May 1978, p. 19

(3) KFAED 16th Annual Report, 1977-78, p. 17
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particular interest since it has already decided to establ ish its

own tanker fleet.

Apart from participating in the improvement programme for the

Suez Canal, Kuwait has showed great interest in promoting the con

struction of a pipel ine running from Suez to the Mediterranean (SUMED)

In 1973/ Kuwait al located $60 mi l l ion to finance thè $500 mi l

l ion pipel ine from Alexandria to the Red Sea. Today, however, the

SUMED p i peI i ne is st i I I running at on Iy 15% of i ts 1.6 m i I I i on barre I s

per day capacity and it is not expected to come into its own unti l

the pipel ine bringing Gulf oi l to the Red Sea at Yenbo in Saudi Arabia

i s opened. ( 1 )

In the future, the pipel ine wi l l enhance the importance of the

Red Sea as an international transportation route through which oi l

from the Gulf states as we I I as refined products wi I I be shipped to

European markets. Pl ans for a second pipel ine have already been

drawn and wi th the he Ip of a KFAED Ioan ($ 25 mi I I ion), a $75 m i I I i on

8 mi l l ion tons a year pipel ine is being constructed between Ras

Shuquait on the Red Sea and refineries at Cairo and Suez.

Another significant contribution of the Kuwait Fund has been

a loan of $48.5 mi l l ion for Abu Kir gas and power station, and

$ 11.5 mi l l ion for Talkhe ferti l izer plant. (2) Here again, KFAED

(1) MEED, special report on Egypt, p. 18

(2) MEED, special report on Egypt, p. 9
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did not al one undertake the total financing of these projects, but

joined forces with other funds and international institutions.

- Besides annual subsidies from the state reserves as part of

the aid promised to the front I ine states at the Khartoum and

Rabat Arab summits, Kuwait has been handl ing its aid operations

to J ordan through the Fund.

In some cases, the Kuwait Fund did not directly intervene

to finance loans for specific projects in the industrial and agr i -

cultural sector. Rather it preferred to leave deposits in Jordanian

banks and financial agencies. In 19Ó4, the KFAED al located a sum

of $ 1.4 m i I I i on to the Industr i a I Deve I opment Organ i zat i on. This

agency was supposed to relend the funds to industrial projects ap

proved by the KFAED. A simi lar arrangement was reached with the same

organization to promote tourist project, and electrical faci l ities

in the West Bank and East Jerusalem. Another loan of $ 238,000 from

the Kuwait Fund has been al located for reconditioning and upgrading

a hotel in Amman, (l)

In 1974, the KFAED has agreed to provi de the Industri al Bank

of Jordan with $ 23 mi l l ion l oan to he Ip f i nance a number of smaI I

industri al projects. (2) In 1976, another loan of $ 8 mi I I i on was

lent by the Fund to the Industrial Bank to finance industrial and

tourist projects, (3)

(1) see Al Mal lakh, op. cit.
, p. 196-197

(2) MEES, 22 March 1974

(3) MEES, 10 May 1976



The Kuwaitis have been favourably looking at the l iberal eco

nomic pol icies adopted by the Jordanian monarchy. Accordingly, they

sought to boost the private sector and to enter into commercial

partnerships with Jordanians.

.Moreover, Kuwait was eager to develop Jordan's most pressing

i nfrastructure needs. As early as 1962, the Kuwait Fund participated

with the U. S. Agency for International Development (AID) in the

Yarmouk River multi-purpose pro.ject by granti ng a $ 11.2 mi I I i on I oan.

The scheme, \yith a total cost estimated from $ 112 mi l l ion to $ 140 mi Ir

l ion, involves the construction of a dam, the generation of hydro

electric power, and agricultural development of newly irrigated

I and. (1)

Years later, the Kuwait Fund has again contributed in the

devel opment of another important i nfrasturcture project : namely,

the Hussein thermal power station. In 1977/ the Kuwait Fund

agreed to provide $ 19.5 mi I I ion for the third phase of the Jussein

thermal power stati on. The project aims at meeting the increase in

demand for electrical power in the norther provinces of Jordan, The

total cost of the project is estimated at $66 mi l l ion. The Fund's

loan wi I I be 23% of the total cost and 30% of the foreign exchange

component. Other contributors to the project incl ude AFSED and the

Saudi Development Fund. (2)

(1) see Al Mal lakh, op. cit.
, p. 198

(2) KFAED, 16th annual report, 1977-78, p. 19
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Another loan of $ 24 mi l l ion was granted by the Kuwait Fund

for the expansion of transport and port handl ing faci l ities re

l ated to the phosphate industry, (l)

In addition to contributing to the development of Jordan's

most important infrastructure projects, the Kuwaitis were also

keen to boost Jordan's big industrial project, namely the phos

phate industry. The expansion of this industry is meant to pro

mote Jordan's export sector which wi l l in turn contribute to an

increase in the country's foreign exchange earnings.

As early as 1962, the Kuwait Fund al located $8.4 mi l l ion

to assist in financing the newly started phosphate mines at

Al Hasa. (2) Later in 1976, the KFAED agreed to lend Jordan's

phosphate mines company a 15 year loan worth $ 24 mi I I ion (3) and

in 1977, another loan of $30 mi l l ion was granted for the expan 

sion of phosphate production. (4)

Furthermore and according to the l atest KFAED annual report,

the Fund is considering the granting of a loan to assist in

financing the production of phosphate ferti l izers. Another project

under study by the Fund is the Arab potash project designed to

produce potassium chloride through the expl oitati on of raw potash

extracted from local mines. (5)

(1) ARR, No. 1, January 1977

(2) see AI Mai lakh, op. cit.
, p. 195

(3) ARR, No. 15, 1-15 August 1976

(4) Arr, No. 6, 16-31 March 1977

(5) See KFAED 16th annual report 1977~7B, p. 53
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- Kuwait was the first Arab oi I-exporting country to show a

marked interest in the economic development of Sudan. For a long

time, Kuwaiti private and publ ic funds constituted the only Arab

capital invested there. Even before Kuwait's independence, Kuwaiti

entrepreneurs and businessmen - often associated with Western and

particularly British firms - intervened to promote the emerging

cotton spinning and texti les industries. Plans for the development

of agricu I ture and for the processing of agricultural products were

also elaborated.

Because of Sudan's geographical proximity to the Arabian

peninsula, it was bel ieved that trade relations between Kuwait and

Sudan would develop rapidly. These would mainly consist of the

exchange of Sudanese agricultural products for Kuwaiti petroleum

and fert i I i zers,

The Kuwaiti government, which was eager to establ ish a

foothold for Kuwaiti firms and their western associates on the

African continent and keen on guaranteeing their commercial

operations, stepped in by providing substantial aid for the

modernization of Sudanese infrastructures and for the development

of agriculture. It is thus significant that just three months

after its qreation in 19Ó2, the KFAED granted a loan of $19.6

mi I I i on (the first official aid agreement from an Arab source).

The l oan was designed to cover foreign exchange requirements for

the second phase of Sudan Rai lways' seven years construction

and renovation plans. The first stage was completed with the
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participation of the World Bank, (l) The importance of Sudan's

rai l ways is that they not only l ink the North with the South and

the Ni le with Port Sudan, the principal port on the Red Sea, but

also constitute the only network capable of tying rural agricu I -

turai areas to the urban markets where processing centres are to

be I ocated.

In 1965, Sudan received a second l oan from the Kuwait Fund

directed towards an industri al project the Khashm al G i rba sugar

pl ant. It is worth mentioning here that the Sudanese rai lway was

able to use the earl ier loan to put down a 45 mi le extension from

Khashm al Girba to the newly developed agricultural area, (.2)

Kuwaiti economic assistance to Sudan became more .
substantial

after 1974 when other moderate Arab oi l states and particul arly

Saudi Arabia decided to boost their economic and poi i.tical support

to the Sudanese regime,

in 1975-7Ó, Kuwait, together with Saudi Arabia and the U. A. E.

gave the Sudanese government an important fi nancial "gift" to off

set the bal ance of payment deficit caused by accumul ated excessive

borrowi ng« (3)

Since 1976 there has been virtual ly no programme a i d to Sudan,

Nonetheless, in September 1978, the Kuwaiti finance minister put

(1) see Al Mal lakh, op« cit,
, p, 194

(2) see Al Mal lakh, op. cit,
, p. 200

(3) Sudan's borrow i ng of al l kinds rose from $ 252 mi l l ion in 1971

to about $41.5 bi l l ion in 1978. See Financial Times Survey on

Sudan, 13 July 1978
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forward a draft pl an for the reschedul ing of Sudan's debts to Kuwait.

These total $ 200 mi I I ion ; arrears amount to $56 mi I I ion. (l)

The reschedul ing of debts by the Kuwaiti government was

fol lowed by a concerted action with Saudi Arabia, the United Arab

Emirates and the International Monetary Fund. Sudan's creditors

recommended primari Iy that it would adhere to the IMF stabi l izing

programme as a pre-condition for further programme aid. Apart from

these aid fl ows from state reserves, Kuwait has made deposits in

the Sudanese central and industri al banks to promote the Sudanese

devel opment corporation and to finance the industri a I ization of

primary products,

The most spectacular Kuwaiti financial initiative is the

Kenana sugar complex aimed to make Sudan into a net sugar exporter

(up unti l now, it has been a net importer). This complext is de

signed to be the worl d's l argest and is meant to be a shining ex

ample of the sort of triangular development project in which the

Kuwaiti s are attempting to take a pioneer role. The project com

bined Western technol ogy (provided by the British firm Lonrho and

the Japanese Nissho Iwai company), Arab oi l money and the natural

resources of an African country. The Kuwaiti government share in

the project was incorporated in the Arab Investment Company which

also included Saudi, UAE and, to a minimal extent, Egyptian capital .

The company's share accounted for 17% of $ 250 mi I I ion capital cost.

(l) ARR, No. 17, 1-15 September 1977
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Kuwaiti private capital represented through Gulf Fisheries (which

has recentl y taken a 23% stake in Lonrho) has 5% share. Lonrho

directly holds 12%. The Japanese hold 5% and the remaining 61%

is in Sudanese hands.

The Kuwaitis thus became the major shareholders in the

project after the Sudanese. One consequence has been to bring

them into open confi iet with the Lonrho company which was managing

the project. The Kuwaitis wanted to put their own men in charge

and they insisted that the project shoul d be managed by a Kuwaiti

or by a Sudanese national, (l)

At the same time, the Kuwaiti 's were particularly aware

that the success of the Kenana sugar scheme - located 1,000 mi les

from Sudan's single harbour Port Sudan - depends in the first pl ace

on an efficient and modernized transportation system. Thus, in

addition to a previous loan granted in the sixties for renovation

of Sudan's rai lways, Kuwait has agreed to give Ioans worth $36

mi I I ion for the construction of roads (2) and in 1978» "the Kuwait

Fund gave a $17.5 mi l l ion loan to provide the Sudan Rai lway Au

thority with technical assistance, equipment, wagons and engines

to develop the rai lway network. (3)

The Kuwait Fund has also participated with the Arab Fund

for Social and Economic Development (AFSFD) and the U. S. -based

(1) For an exhaustive account on the Kenana sugar complex, see :

James Buxton, "Sudan's bitter sweet sugar mi l l", Financial Times,

18 May 1979

(2) ARR, No. 1, 1-15 January 1977

(3) ARR, No. 13, 1-15 July 1978



of Arab technol ogi sts, the Association for Development of Arab

Resources (ADAR), in preparing a feasibi I ity study on a $ 1.4 bi l l ion

infrastructure scheme in order to boost transport and communication

services by 7 » 5% a year. The project consists of 72 individual

projects to be implemented during the first 6 years of a 14 year

programme, (l)

The Kuwait Fund, together with the AFSED, has undertaken to

finance a $60 mi I I ion 2Ó0 km, road from Sennar to Damazein near

the big Roseires dam on the Blue Ni le. (2)

Another important project where Kuwaiti capital has been

involved is the Rahed irrigation scheme : a marrying of Sudanese

basic resources with Arab money and Western technology. The

Rahed scheme makes avai l able 126,000 ha. of hitherto cultivated

land. When conceived in 1972, it was pl anned that the project

would cost $ 125 mi l l ion of which Kuwait! share provided through

the Fund amounted to $ 11 mi l l i on. But the cost of the scheme

was recently revised to $346 mi l l ion of which $93 mi l l ion is

Arab money. The Kuwait Fund has has agreed to increase its initial

share from $ 11 mi I I ion to $50 mi I I ion. (3)

The role of the General Authority of Southern Arabia and the

Gulf States has been significant in Sudan and particularly in the

development of the Southern Province, Fol lowing the 17 year civi l

(1) MEED, Special Report on the Sudan, August 1977, p. 5

(2) MEED, Special Report on the Sudan, August 1977/ p. 6

(3) Fi nancial Times Survey on Sudan, 13 July 1978
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war, Kuwaiti assistance to the region aimed to assure the South

Sudanese of Kuwait and Arab states' good intentions towards non-

musl ims and non-Arab Africans. In 1975, the Authority financed

the purchase of equipment needed for road projects in South Sudan

It has al so donated $502,000 towards the construction of school s ;

hospitals and low income housing, (l)

- Kuwait's pol itical and economic commitments in North Yemen

have been modest when compared with Saudi Arabia. Even though

Kuwait pursues a regional pol icy simi lar to that of Saudi Arabia,

yet in North Yemen, it choise not to intervene nor even to grant

financial assi stance, owing to the precarious and unstable situa

tion created by the civi l war.

When, in its early days, the Kuwait Fund was granting

substantial loans to most Arab countries, its only operations

in North Yemen consisted of financing a prel iminary economic

resource survey. The Fund has al so financed a U. N. speci al

mission to North Yemen. The mission had to study the possibi i iti

fro agricultural developments, the (aunching of experimental

farms and the training of Yemeni personnel . (2)

Pol itical events in 1972-73 had an unfortunate impact on

the North Yemeni economy. The fighting of the South was most

uni ikeIy to inspire the confidence of donors and investors.

(1) ARR, No. 3, 1-15 February 1975

(2) see Al MaMakh, op. cit.
# p. 202



It was only in 1974/ when it became clear that the Yemeni

regi me under Col onel Al Hamdi 's rule was embark i ng on "sol idly"

l iberal economic pol icy, that Kuwait showed its readiness to

cooperate in providing both financial and practical assistance.

Most of Kuwait's operations in North Yemen consisted of

project loans and technical assistance through the Fund and the

Gulf for Southern Arabian and Gulf states. There was virtual ly

no programme assistance apart from financial faci l ities aimed to

offset the bal ance of payment deficit and to contribute to the

internationaI Iy sponsored second 5 years plans (1976-81).

When the balance of payments problems were aggravated as

a consequence of the increase in the oi l bi l l
,

the Kuwaiti govern

ment agreed in 1976 to supply oi l products without charge over a

three year period, (l)

In 1977/ Kuwait announced that it aimed to invest about

$441 mi I I ion in
. joi nt ventures development projects in the private

and publ ic sector to be carried out under Yemen's .5 years p I ans

(1976-81). The projects include : an oi l pipel ine l inking Yemen's

major cities, a Kuwaiti Yemeni Bank, cement and texti le pl ants,

the Sanaa Hi lton and other hotel s in Hodeida and Taiz as wel l as

a number of bui lding projects. (2)

(1) "North Yemen", The Middle East & North Africa Yearbook, 1978, p. 806

(2) "North Yemen", op, cit,
, p. 808
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This budgetary assistance was destined in the first place

to support the regime's l iberal economy, to boost and develop the

private sector as we I I as to open the way for investors from the

Arab world and the West.

Project assi stance through the Kuwait Fund has been gene

rously extended to develop the agricultural sector in particular,

which have very promising potential .

The cultivable area in North Yemen, the most ferti le land

in the Arabian peninsula, is mainly concentrated in the Tihama

pla ; n of nearly two mi l l ion hectares.

The Kuwait Fund participated with the U. N. and the I. D. A.

in the $ 17 » 5 mi l l ion agr Ì cu I tur a I schemei the I argest proj e ct in

course in the Tihama region. The scheme involves irrigation works

and the development of cultivable land, (l)

The KFAED has further contributed $ 1.2 mi I I ion for financing

a feasibi I itv study on irrigation works in the Wadi Siham vai ley in

the Tihama region. (2)

In 1977, KFAED has agreed to lend North Yemen a $ 12 mi l l ion

loan to help finance a I ivestock project whose total cost is

estimated at $ 33 fui I I ion. (3)

(1) "North Yemen", op. cit.
, p. 803

(2) KFAED 16th Annual Report, 1977-78, p. 18

(3) MEES, 25 Apri I 1977
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Besides Kuwait's financial and technical assistance to en

hance Yemen's agricultural sector, the KFAED granted substantial

loans for the development and improvement of i nfrasturcture.

The KFAED is providing a 2.4 mi l l ion Kuwaiti Dinars (KD)

loan for improvement of port faci l ities in Yemen's three major

ports. (l) The Fund, with the World Bank, is financing the

Tar Turbah road. I n 1975/ the Kuwait Fund further agreed to lend

$5 mi l l ion to help fi nance the construction of a 64 km. road from

Taiz to Mafraq to l ink up the Soviet-bui lt road from Hodeida. (2)

Kuwait's contribution to the industrial sector has been

minimal and consi ste d mainly of prov i d i ng a 1.2 mi l l ion Ku wa i t i

D i nars (KD) I oan to exploit salt deposits near Sal i I and increase

production. Furthermore, KFAED experts have been preparing a

study on the expl oitation of copper deposits near Taiz. (2)

The General Authority for Southern Arabian and Gulf States

which finances Sana'a University, has given $4 mi I I ion to complete

schools, cl inics, and mosques.

Kuwait has been adopting a surprisingly pragmatic poi icy

towards South Yemen's marxist regime. When Saudi Arabia and other

"conservative" Arab states were outwardly hosti le to South Yemen,

Kuwait was one of the few Gulf states where South Yemen had

dipl omatic presence although the two countries never exchanged

(1) see KFAED 16th Annual Report, 1977-78, p. 15

(2) ARR, September 1975

(3) ARR, No. 9, 1-15 May 1975
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ambassadors. In the early 1970s, presumably under pressure from its

National Assembly, Kuwait was instrumental i n drawing South Yemen

out of its Arab isol ation when it pleaded for a dialogue with the

Dhofari rebels. Kuwait in fact was applying its foreign poi icy

guiding principle which asserts that the country's interests are

best served by a "balanced rel ationship with al l Gulf neighbours

regardless of ideological or ethnic considerations"» (l)

In 1975, when Aden government launched a dipl omatic offen

sive to improve relations with the rich Gulf states, the Kuwaiti

government was in the main responsive to a rapprochement with

South Yemen and has granted its government a $5 mi I I i on g i ft, ( 2)

A year Iater, when Saudi Arabia estabi ished diplomatic re

lations with the Adeni regime, Kuwait was promptly ready to in

crease its economic assistance.

Quantitively speaking, Kuwaiti aid commitments to South

Yemen have been almost equal to that granted to North Yemen.

However, whi le in North Yemen, Kuwait sought to develop the

private sector by encouraging the formation of joint ventures and

contributing to the five year development plan, in South Yemen

Kuwaiti aid operations consisted solely of project Ioans parti-

cu I ar I y to boost the agricultural sector and i nfrastructure.

(1) M. S. Agwani, Pol itics in the Gulf, New Delhi : Vikas Publ ishing

House, 1978r P« HI

(2) "South Yemen", The Middle East & North Africa Yearbook, 1978, p. 828
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The KFAED financed a pre-investment study of the Abyan

Val ley, east of Aden and in May 1974 agreed to lend a $ 14 mi l l ion

interest-free loan to help finance l and recl amation and irrigation

in the area. Bulgaria is also aiding the project, (l)

Sea fishing grounds are South Yemen's greatest potential

source of wealth. Besides FAO special fund for fisheries research

and U. S. S. R. fish canning pl ant, the KFAED is also examining the

possibi I ity of financing a fish processing industry. (2)

Kuwait's contributions for the development of South Yemen's

infrastructures have been the participation of KFAED with other

regional funds and international aid agencies in financing a par

ticular project.

In 1975# the KFAED announced that it would provide a

$15.5 mi I I ion loan to finance half the cost of a 358 km. road

l inking Moukal lah to Hadramant. The Worl d Bank would provide the

rest. (3) In early 1978, the KFAED and the Islamic Development

Bank would jointly finance a $ 20 mi l l ion power project in the

Hadramant Val ley. (4) Further, the Kuwait Fund is presently

considering granting a loan for the development and expansion of

Riyan airport. The estimated total cost of the project is

(1) MEES, 24 May 1974

(2) "South Yemen". op. cit.
, p. 826

(3) ARR, No. 10, 16-31 May 1975

(4) ARR, No. 5/ 1-15 March 1978
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11 mi l l ion Kuwaiti Dinars (KD), (l) The Fund is also studying the

possibi l ity of financing a 284 km, road that would "l ink agricu I -

turai productions centres with consumption centres". (2)

In the industri al sector, Kuwait did not intervene.

However, when, in 1976, after establ ishing diplomatic rel ations,

Saudi Arabia decided to finance the expansion and modernization

of Aden refinery, the Kuwaiti government agreed in early 1977

to provi de 300,000 tons of crude oi l to be processed at the Aden

refinery. (3) Soon after relations between South Yemen and

Saudi Arabia deteriorated because of the Yemeni government

support for Ethiopia, Arab aid was immediately witheld and

Kuwait hel d back its agreement to supply oi l
. Project l oans

apparently continued to be channel led through the Kuwait Fund.

I n December 1975, the Fund extended a technical assistance

grant of 110,000 Kuwaiti Dinars (KD) to engage the servioes of

experts in the field of planning and statistics in order to support

the technical staff of the Ministry of Pl anning and the Central

statistic office. (4)

The financial assistance from the General Authority for

South Arabian and Gulf States is not to be neglected. In 1975*

it consisted of $ 2.5 mi l l ion for schools and cl inics. (5) In

(1) KFAED l6th Annual Report, 1977-78, p. 54

(2) KFAED ibid

(3) "South Yemen", op. c i t.
, p. 820

(4) KFAED 16th Annual Report, 1977~78, p. 43

(5) ARR, No. 9, 1-15 May 1975



early 1977/ "the Authority granted $4 mi l l ion for the constructi on of

a 300 bed hospital , (l)

Kuwait's relations with the countries of the Horn of Africa

and particularly Soma I i a have been primari ly conducted in a regional

Arab framework.

Before Somal ia's admission to the League of Arab states in

1974/ Kuwaiti economic involvement in that country was minimal . In

1975/ Kuwait contributed to the Arab League $100 mi l l ion grant and

gave financial assistance to the Somal i government to overcome the

effects of the drought. More recently, in March 1978/ at the Arab

health ministers conference, the Kuwaiti government said it would

grant Somal ia $50 mi l l ion for the development of medical services. (2)

Kuwaiti private capital has not been channel led to Somal ia

despite the opportunities for trianguIar operations that country

offers. The war in Ogaden and the social ist pol icies of the regime

reduced the incentive for private business to invest in Somal ia.

Most of the Kuwait financial assistance took the form of project

Ioans directed through the Kuwait Fund which undertook to finance

i nfrastructure projects mainly.

In 1975/ the KFAED lent Somal ia $20 mi l l ion to help finance

a power station in Mogadiscio. (3) Another $30 mi l l ion was to be

(1) ARR,

(2) ARR,

(3) ARR,

No.

No.

No.

1, 1-15 January 1977

6, 16-31 March 1978

13/ 1-15 July 1975



provided for the expansion of the electricity network in Mogadiscio, (l)

furthermore, the Kuwait Fund has financed a feasibi l ity study

for an agricultural project designed to irrigate 6,000 ha. at Moganio.

The Fund is presently considering whether to finance that project, the

total cost of which is estimated at 8.3 mi l l ion Kuwait Dinars. (2)

(1) ARR, No. 20, 16-31 October 1975

(2) KFAED 16th Annual Report, 1977-78, p. 53
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